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PREFACE 

The photoacoustic/ photothermal technique is recognised as a sensitive and convenient 

method to determine optical and thermal properties of solid samples. It is also a conve

nient spectroscopic technique with significantly larger detection sensitivity compered to 

conventional techniques. Recently, the technique is being applied to do microecopy as 

well as imaging. The power of the technique lies in the fact that it detects the radiation 

absorbed by the sample and can be adopted to samples in any form. The technique 

works well for samples in the gaseous, liquid as well as solid forms of matter. It has also 

been used to investigate thermodynamic changes such as phase transitions in materials 

as well as in calorimetry. 

The photoacoustic (PA) effect is the generation of an acoustic signal in an en

closed volume when a sample, kept inside the volume, is irradiated by an intensity 

modulated beam of radiation. The radiation absorbed by the sample is converted into 

thermal waves by nonradiative deexcitation processes. The propagating thermal waves 

cause a corresponding expansion and contraction of the gas medium surrounding the 

sample, which in turn can be detected as sound waves by a sensitive microphone. These 

sound waves have the same frequency as the initial moduIs.tion frequency of light. Lock

in detection method enables one to have a sufficiently high signal to noise ratio for the 

detected signal. The PA signal amplitude depends on the optical absorption coefficient 

of the sample and its thermal properties. The PA signal phase is a function of the 

thermal diffusivity of the sample. Measurement of the PA amplitude and phase enables 

one to get very valuable information about the optical and thermal properties of the 

sample. 

Since the PA signal amplitude and phase depend on the thermal properties of the 

sample, any variation in thermal conductivity within any region in the sample should 

get reflected in the output PA signal. This fact is the basic principle behind using pho

toacoustic effect for imaging and nondestructive testing of solid samples. Photoacoustic 



surface imaging and depth profiling lead to estimation of surface and subsurface fea

tures of solid samples. We have carried out systematic investigations on the use of the 

photoacoustic technique in surface imaging and depth profiling of solid samples. The 

details of the experimental work done and the results obtained are given in this thesis. 

The photoacoustic technique has emerged of late aB a convenient method to de

termine thermal parameters such as thermal conductivity, diffusivity and effusivity of 

solid samples. The established. techniques involve a frequency analysis of the photo&

coustic amplitude or phase. We have developed a new photoacoustic scanning technique 

to undertake thermal effusivity measurements. The technique can be adopted to me~ 

sure thermal effusivity of samples in the thin film form aB well. Details of the method, 

theoretical background, experimental details, and results are given in the thesis. 

In the following paragraphs, we give a chapter wise description of the contents 

of the thesis. 

An overall introduction to various aspects of the photoacoustic technique is given 

in chapter 1. An outline of the Rosencwaig- Gersho theory, which is a well established 

and tested theory of the photoacoustic phenomenon, is outlined in this chapter. A~ 

plications of the method in spectroecopy, optical and thermal characterisation of solid 

samples, micr08copy and imaging are outlined. All the important works done so far in 

this area are cited and references given. The existing techniques for measuring thermal 

parameters such aB thermal conductivity, diffusivity and effusivity are also outlined in 

this chapter. 

The second chapter of the thesis describes the details of the instrumentation 

developed by us for carrying out the work described. in the subsequent chapters of 

the thesis. We have designed and fabricated a microprocessor based two dimensional 

scanning unit for photoacoustic scanning of solid surfaces. The technical details of 

the hardware, software and mechanical assembly are outlined. We have designed and 

fabricated a room temperature photoacoustic cell in which the sample can be kept and 
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scanned. Its details are also given in this chapter. 

Photoacoustic imaging technique has been applied to silicon wafer,nylon disc, 

brass disc and teflon disc samples in which surface scratches and buried voids have been 

artificially made to test the power of the photoacoustic technique 88 a nondestructive 

testing method. The details of the experiment, results obtained and a discussion of the 

results are given in chapter 3 of the thesis. We have carried out systematic and extensive 

experiments on the use of the photoacoustic technique in depth profiling of solid samples. 

The method has been applied to solid multilayer sample made with silicon and brass. 

We have systematically studied the influence of interfaces on photoacoustic amplitude 

and phase. Depth profiling is accomplished by varying the thermal thickness of the top 

layer by varying the chopping frequency. Details of the experiment and results obtained 

are outlined in chapter 4 of the thesis. 

The fifth chapter of the thesis is devoted to a detailed description of the prin

ciple and theoretical background of the photoacoustic scanning method developed by 

us to determine the thermal parameters of solid samples. The method involves kee~ 

ing the experimental sample in close contact with a reference sample and coating the 

top surfaces of both the samples with a light absorber film such as carbon black. As 

one optically scans the surface with a chopped beam of light, one can detect a distinct 

change in photoacoustic amplitude as well 88 phase as the backing is changed from 

the experimental sample to the reference sample. We have derived expressions for the 

photoacoustic amplitude ratio as well as phase difference for such an experimental sit

uation and expressed them in terms of the thermal effilsivities of the experimental and 

reference samples. It is shown that the thermal effusivity of the experimental sample 

can be determined if the effusivities of the reference sample and the absorbing layer are 

known. 

We have carried out detailed experimentation on the technique described in chap

ter 5. Measurements have been carried out on a number of sample combinations pre-
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pared with materials of various thermal parameters. It is found that the technique works 

very well. One distinct advantage of the technique is that measurements are carried out 

at a single modulation frequency. Details of the measurements, results obtained and 

discussion of the results are given in chapter 6 of the thesis. 

In chapter 7, we demonstrate that the technique described in chapters 5 and 6 

can very well be adapted to measure thermal effusivity of thin films. Obviously, the 

technique works only with light absorbing films. We have carried out measurements on 

polyacetal and different brands of black enamel paints coated in the form of thin film 

over a specific substrate with two regions made of different materials. Details of the 

measurements and the results obtained are outlined in this chapter. 

In the last chapter we provide an overall conclusion to the work done in this 

thesis. Suggestions and scope for doing further work in this direction are also outlined 

in this chapter. 

During the course of this work, the following papers have been published/ su~ 

mitted for publication. 

(1) Photothermal imaging- An emerging nondestructive testing method (General ar

ticle) 

PhJls. News 23, 91- 96 (1993) 

(2) A microprocessor controlled scanning unit for photoacoustic imaging of solids, 

.1. Instrum. Soc. of India, 23 (3 & 4) 152.- 157 (1995) 

(3) A photoacoustic scanning technique to measure thermal effusivity of solids, 

Rev. Sci. Instrum. (in press) 

(4) Determination of thermal effusivity of solids by a photoacoustic scanning tech

nique, 

Promana - .1. Phys. (in press) 
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(5) A one dimensional photoa.coustic scanning technique to measure thermal effUBivity 

of thin films, 

Meas. Sd. & Tech. (UK) (submitted) 

(6) A photoa.coustic scanning technique for thermal characterisation of solid samples, 

Proc. 01 the gh Int. Coni. on Photoacousnc and photothermal phenomena, 

Nanjing, China, (June 1996) 

(7) A Photoacoustic scanning technique to determine thermal properties of thin/ thick 

films, 

Proc. 01 the Int. Coni. on Instrumentation,92 August 1996, Bangalore (Allied 

Pub. New Delhi 1996) 
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Chapter 1 

THE PHOTOACOUSTIC EFFECT: AN INTRODUCTION 

1.1 A glimpse of the history of the Photoacoustic effect 

Photoacoustic effect refers to the generation of acoustic waves in a medium when it is 

irradiated by an intensity modulated optical radiation. In its broad sense, photOKOU8-

tics now covers the generation of acoustic waves or other thermoelastic waves by any 

type of energetic radiation, including electromagnetic radiation from radio frequency 

waves to X - rays, electrons and other particles. The effect was discovered by Alexandar 

Graham Bell[l] way back in 1880, who observed that audible sound was produced when 

chopped sun light was incident on light absorbing materials 

In the nineteenth century itself, a few experiments we~ reported on liquids, 

but no attempt was made by the investigators to explain the mechanism of generation 

of photoacoustic signals in liquids. On the other hand, even thoqh several attempts 

have been made to account for the pheaomenon in IOlids, only recently a satisfactory 

quantitatlw theory rould be formulated. But, one should not ipore the hypotheses of 

Mercadier[2] and Preece[3] in 1881, which came quite close to the present understanding 

of the photoacoustic effect. Mercadier(21, who also experimented with the photoacoustic 

effect, suggested that the sound originates from vibrating movements caused by the 

alternate heating and cooliq produced by the intermittent radiation, principally in the 

gaseous layer adhering to the solid surface hit by the radiation. Preece[3] wrote that 

the photoacoustic effect is "purely an effect of radiant heat and it is essentially due to 

the changes of volume in vapors or gases produced by the degradation and absorption 

of this heat in a confined space" . 
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No further experiments in photoacoustics were reported in the nineteenth 

century. This was mainly due to two reasons: first, the effect was considered just as 

an interesting physical phenomenon of no great scientific or practical value; second, the 

experiments were difficult to perform quantitatively, since no sensitive sound detectors 

were available at that time. 

The photoacoustic effect lay completely dormant for nearly 50 years, until 

the advent of the microphone. In 1938, Viengerove[4] used photoacoustic effect for 

the study of infrared light absorption in gases and to evaluate concentrations of gaseous 

species in gas mixtures. He could measure Co, concentrations in N2 down to ~ O.2tJOl% 

using the technique. Measurement of concentration lower than this was limited both 

by the relatively low sensitivity of his microphone and by background absorption of 

incident radiation by cell windows and walls. A year later, Pfund[5] reported a gas 

analyser system for measuring concentrations of CO and CO2, Pfund's experiments 

were of additional interest because, instead of detecting pressure ~ volume changes with 

a microphone, he measured the corresponding changes in the gas temperature directly, 

using a thermopile shielded from the direct optical radiation. 

In 1943 Luft[6] designed an automatically recording gas analyser which em~ 

ployed two photoacoustic cells in a differential configuration. One cell contained the gas 

mixture to be analysed, while the other contained the gas mixture minus the particular 

species of interest. In this instrument, therefore, the microphone output was propor

tional to the pressure difference between the two cells. Luft's differential analyzer had 

two major improvements over Viengrov's[4] original design. First, it minimized the 

signal due to background absorption in the cell windows and walls, since the same 

background signal was present in both the cells. Second, it permitted analysis of gas 

mixtures containing more than two species. This instrument had a sensitivity that 
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permitted measurement of CO" in N" down to a few parts per million 88 compared to 

Viengerov's early capability of only a few parts per thousand. 

The strong rebirth of the phot08OOUStiC effect in the years following 1938 was 

apparently limited entirely to gases. It was not until early 19708, some 90 years after 

Bell's original discovery, that the phenomenon in nongaseous matter was rediscovered. 

The renaissance of photoacoustic effect in the early 19708 with the advent of 

lasers and phase lock- in amplifier techniques opened the modern history of PA effect. 

The modern theory is still not complete, although considerable progress has been made 

during the past 20 years. According to the modern concept, thermal waves are generated 

in the sample due to nonradiative deexcitation of atoms, when the sample is irradiated 

by an intensity modulated beam of light(17]. The thermal waves possess a frequency 

that is the same as the frequency with which the incident beam of light is modulated. 

If the sample placed in an enclosed volume of gas is irradiated by a chopped beam of 

light, the thermal waves produced in the sample diffuses into the adhering layer of gas 

producing heating and cooling alternately. This alternate heating and cooling produces 

corresponding expansion and contraction of the gas layer. As a result acoustic waves 

are generated in the enclosed gas with the same frequency as that of the modulation 

frequency of the incident beam of light. 

The basic physics of generation of photoacoustic and photothermal signals 

is the same, the only difference being in the method of detection. In photoacoustic 

effect the detection is performed by acoustic means whereas in photothermal effect the 

detection is by one of the thermal detection techniques. 

Quantitative developments of photoacoustic or photothermal effects during 

the last two decade have made these effects suitable techniques for measuring optical 
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and thermal properties of solid samples. They also make convenient spectroscoplc tech

niques with significantly larger detection sensitivities compared to their conventional 

counterparts. Nowadays the techniques are being used to do even microscopy as well 

as imaging. The power of theee techniques lie in the fact that they detect the radia

tion absorbed by the sample in any form. The techniques work well for samples in the 

gaseous, liquid as well as solid forms of matter. They have also been used successfully 

to investigate thermodynamic changes such 88 phase transitions in materials as well as 

in calorimetry. 

1.2 Principle and theory of photoacoustic effect In solids 

As has been mentioned already, several theoretical explanations for pho~ 

coustic (PA) effect have been put forward in the nineteenth century itself. But the 

present explanation of the PA effect in solids is based on modem theories developed 

during the 1970e. The evolution of modern theory started with the attempt of Parlrer[8] 

in 1973. He developed a theory to give a quantitative explanation for the PA signal 

emanating from the cell windows while conducting photoacoustics experiments in gases. 

Later, Rosencwaig and Gersho[9,lO] put forward a more general theory for PA effect in 

solid samples. This theory has been found to be very successful in interpreting most of 

the experimental results. According to Rosencwaig - Gersho (R-G) theory, the PA sig

nal produced in a gas - microphone PA cell depends both on the generation of pressure 

disturbance at the sample - gas interface and on the transport of this pressure distur

bance through the gas to the microphone. The pressure disturbance at the sample - gas 

interface is the result of periodic heat flow from the sample to adjoining gas layer 88 

determined by thermal diffusion equations. The R - G theory gives an exact equation 

for the amplitude and phase of the PA signal as a function of the optical, thermal and 

geometrical properties of the sample, the cell and the gas within the cell. Although the 
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R-G theory do have certain limitations, it is found to be very successful in interpreting 

most of the experimental results[ll- 15]. We have followed ~G theory as the basic 

theory for interpreting our experimental findings described. in this thesis. Therefore, we 

think it is necessary to give a brief outline of the R - G theory here. 

The R - G theory is a one dimensional analysis of the production of photo&

coustic signal based on thermal diffusion equation in the sample, the backing material 

and surrounding gas in a simple cylindrical cell as shown in Fig. 1.1. The cell has a 

diameter D and length L. It is assumed that the length L is small compared to the 

wavelength of the acoustic signal. A microphone (not shown in the figure) is used to 

detect the acoustic signal produced in the cell. The solid sample is assumed to be in the 

form of a disc of diameter D and thickness I •. The sample is mounted on a poor thermal 

conductor of thickness I" which acts as a backing. The length of the gas column in the 

cell is represented by Ig• In the sample geometry under consideration, it is assumed that 

the gas and the backing material do not absorb light. 

The following physical parameters of the sample, backing material and the 

gas medium have an important role in the theoretical formulation. 

le: the thermal conductivity (Cal cm-1.ea-1 degC-1) 

p: the density (gm cm-a) 

C: specific: heat (Cal gm-I) 

a = le/pC: the thermal diffusivity (cm'8ec8-1 ) 

a = (w/20:)1/2 : the thermal diffusion coefficient (cm-I) where W (Bee-I) is the modula

tion frequency ( angular) 

p. = 1/ a : the thermal diffusion length ( cm) 

{3 : the optical absorption coefficient. 

The suffixes 8, b and 9 refer to the sample, the backing medium and the gas in front of 
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backing sample 

• ab80rber layer gas medium 

chopped light beam 

-(to + I) -I 0 l 

Fig 1.1 I Conftguration of a cylindrical sample cell 



the sample respectively. 

The intensity of the sinusoidally chopped beam of monochromatic light with 

wavelength A incident on the sample can be expressed 88 

(1.1) 

where 10 is the incident light flux (W cm-') and w is the chopping frequency in rod 

sec-I. The density of heat produced at a point z within the sample due to absorption 

of light at this point is given by 

(1.2) 

where z is negative since the solid extends from z = 0 to z = -l. ( see Fig. 1.1). 

The thermal diffusion equation in the solid, taking into account the distributed 

heat source, can be written as 

{fI8 1 8IJ ... 
-=---A~(l+e ) 
8z' a.8t 

for -l. < z < 0 

(1.3) 

where A = /Jl.,,/21c., (J is the temperature and " is the efficiency wit.h which the absorbed 

ligth is converted into. heat by D.ODI'adi~ve deexcitation proce88. The value of" is 

assumed to be unity in the calculatiOO8 that follow. The thermal diffusion equations for 

the backing material and the g88 are given, respectively, by 

118 1 8IJ 
8z2 = 0&8t 

118 1 8IJ 
lJz2 = a,a 

for 0 <z< I, 
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The real parts of the complex valued solutions B(z, t) of equation (1.3) to (1.5) 

are the solutions of physical interest and represent the temperature in the cell rela.tive 

to ambient temperature as a functiOll of position and time. The general solution of 

9(z, t) in the cell, neglectiDg transients, can be written 88 

for -I. - l" ~ z ~ -I. 

for -I. < z < 0 (1.6) 

for 0 S x <I, 

where W, U, V, E and B are complex valued const8llts, bI , 11" b" Wo and F are real valued 

constants and q = (1 + i)a. Be and W represent the complex amplitude of periodic 

temperatures at the sample - gas boundary (x = 0) Md the sample - backing boundary 

respectively. The terms b, and E are determined by the forcing function in equation 

(1.3) and are given by 

b, = -A/(JI 

.A. {JIo 
E = (tp _ o!) - 2k.(tp - q~) 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

By applying the appropriate boundary conditions, all the constants of equation 

(1.6) and hence the d.c and a.c components of ~e solution can be obtained. Then the 

explicit solution for B, the complex amplitude of the periodic temperature at the solid 

- gas boundary (x = 0), is given by 

/110 (r -l)(b+ l)ecr.l. - (r + l)(b - l)e-cr•z• + 2(b - r)e-flI• (1.9) 
Bo = 2A:.(IP - o!) [ (g + 1)(b + l~·l. - (g - l)(b - l)e-cr.Z. ] 

where 

k&a6 b=-
Ie.a. 

(1.10) 
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9 = It,a, 
le, a, 

(1.11) 

r= (1-i)L 
24, 

(1.12) 

The acoustic signal originates &om the periodic beat flow from the solid sample 

to the surrounding g88 medium. This periodic heat flow causes a periodic temperature 

fluctuation in the g88 88 given by the sinusoidal (a.c) component of solution (1.6), 

(1.13) 

The actual physical temperature V8l'iation in the gas medium is given by the 

real part of eq. (1.13) 88 

(1.14) 

where 91 and 9, are the real and imaginary parts of 90, as given by eq. (1.9) 

Since the periodic temperature variation in the g88 is effectively fully damped 

out at a distance of 21r#l" only the boundary layer of the gas having thickness upto 

21rJ.', is capable of respondin& thermally to the periodic temperature at the surface of 

the sample. This boundary layer of gas expands and contracts periodically, thus acting 

88 an acoustic piston on the rest of the gas column. The displacement of this g88 piston 

can be estimated 88 

(1.15) 

Here B( t) is the spatially averaged temperature of the gas within the boundary layer 

given by 

(1.16) 

If we assume that the rest of the g88 responds to the acoustic piston adiaba.t

kally, then the acoustic pressure in the cell due to the displacement of the piston is 
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derived from the adiabatic gas law, 

Pf/' = constant 

where P is the pressure, V is the gas 'W)lume in the cell and "'( is the ratio of the specific 

heats of the gas. Therefore the incremental pressure is given by 

6p(t} = ')'PoW= "'(Pok(t} 
Vo " 

(1.17) 

where Po and Vo are the ambient pressure and volume respectively and Wis the incre

mental volume. Substituting for 6z(t) from eq. (1.15), 

(1.18) 

where 

(1.19) 

The real part of 6p(t} represents the actual physical pressure variation ap(t) as 

ap(t) = Q1Cos(wt -tr/4) - Q,Sin(wt -tr/4} (1.20) 

or 

ap(t} = qCo,(wt - '" -tr/4} (1.21) 

where Ql and Q2 are the real and imaginary parts of Q, and q and'" are the amplitude 

and phase of Q respectively, that is 

(1.22) 

Thus Q specifies the complex envelope of the sinU8oid~ pressure variation, &ad the 

explicit formula for Q is obtained by combining eq.(1.9) and (1.19) as 

Plo')'Po (r - 1)(b + l}eC1• I• - (r + 1)(b - l)e-C1·Z. + 2(b - r)e--' 
Q = 2../2Tok,I,a,({IJ - o!) [ (g + l)(b - 1}eC1·1• - (g - l)(b + l}e-C1•I• 1 

(1.23) 
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Special cases: 

The complicated expression given above can be made simple by considering 

the following special cases. These case are arrived at on the basis of relative magnitudes 

of the optical absorption length l = 1/ {3, the thermal diffusion length J.l. and thickness 

I, of the sample respectively. It is also assumed that kgag S k&a" and k"a." ~ k,a,. 

Moreover, it is convenient to define the constant 

Case 1: Optically transparent solids (l> l,) 

. , 

(1.24) 

In this case the light is absorbed throughout the length of the sample and also 

some light is transmitted through the sample. Here, depending upon thermal diffusion 

length three separate cases can be considered as follows: 

Case la: Thermally thin solids (Il, > > ',; Il. > 'll) 

Assuming e.-fR. ~ 1- {JI" e.%q.l. ~ 1 and 1 r I > 1 in eqn. (1.23) I the expression 

for Q reduces to 

Q = (1 - i){3I'(llb/k,,)Y 
2a, 

The acoustic signal is proportional to {31, and it has an w- 1 dependence. 

Case 1b: Thermally thin solids (Il. > l,; p., < lll) 

(1.25) 

Setting efR• ~ (1 - fJI,), e~O'·I. ~ (1 + O',l,) and 1 r 1< I, the expression for Q 

becomes 

(1.26) 

Here also the acoustic signal varies directly with 13l. and has w- 1 dependence. That is, 

in above two cases, the thermal properties of the backing material come into play in the 
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expression for Q. 

Case le: Thermally thick solids (IL. < I. ; Il. < < l~) 

Here one can assume e.-~' ::= (I - fJl.), e.-17.!. ::= 0 and I r I « 1. Then the 

expression for Q reduces to 

(1.27) 

In this equation the acoustic signal is proportional to {JIL.. Therefore only the light 

absorbed within the first thermal diffusion length contributes to the signal. In this case 

the signal has got an w-3/2 frequency dependence. 

Case 21 Optically opaque solids (l~ < < I.) 

In this case most of the light is absorbed within a distance that is small 

compared to the thiclmess I. of the sample. Here also, depending upon the thermal 

diffusion length, three separate casee can be cOD8idered as follows. 

Case 2a: Thermally thin sonds (IL. > > I.; IL. > > I~) 

Admitting the appl"oximations ~. ::= 0, e.±17.I. ::= 1 and 1 r I »1 in eqn{1.23), 

we get 

(1.28) 

Here, the acoustic signal is independent of the absorption coefficient and varies as w-1• 

This would be the case applicable to a very good. absorber such as carbon black. 
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Case 2bz Thermally thick solids (1-'. < I.; IJ. > lp) 

Setting e-~· ~ 0, e-O'·l. ~ 0 and 1 r 1 > 1, we have 

Q = (1 - i) (1-'./Ie.)Y 
2ag 

(1.29) 

Here also, the acoustic signal is independent of the absorption coefficient !3 and varies 

Case 2e: Thermally thick soDds (1-'. «I.; ,.,.. »l~) 

Applying the approximations e-'" ~ 0, e-O'.l· ~ 0 and 1 r I < 1 in equation 

(1.23), we get 

Q = -iPI-'. (1-'./ le.) Y 
2ag 

(1.30) 

This is a very important and interesting case because even though the sample 

is optically opaque it is not photoacoustically opaque as long as #la < Ill, that is, the PA 

signal is proportional to p. The signal is also dependent on the thermal properties of 

the S&Dlple and varies as w-3/,J. 

The R-G theory as discussed in equation (1.23) to (1.30) has successfully been 

verified by several subsequent workers [16-18}. After the formulation of the R-G theory 

several improvements have been made on it by treating the transport of acoustic signals 

in the gas more exactly with Navier - Stokes equations[I9-21]. 

McDonald and Weteel[20} modified the theory by taking the contribution to 

the signal from thermally induced vibrations in the sample into account. Although these 

modifications did not change the basic results of the R-G theory for most experimental 

conditions, they were able to account for the observed deviations from R-G theory at 

very low modulation frequencies. 
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1.3 Applications of the photoacoustic eft'ect 

Wide ranging applications for PA effect in various branches of science, tech

nology and medicine have been reported in recent years[21-25]. The applications of 

PA effect can be divided into the following four cl888es, based on the properties of the 

materials under study. 

(a) Photoacoustic spectroscopy, (b) PA monitoriDg of de-excitation processes, (c) PA 

sensing of physical properties of materials and (d) PA generation of mechanical mo

tion[26]. 

1.S.1 Photoacouatlc spectrosoopy 

Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) is the most fundamental and earliest appli

cation of the PA effect. Based on the method of detection and. the source of energy used 

for excitation of samples, photoacoustic spectroscopy is known in different names like 

Gas - microphone PAS, Photothermal de Section PAS, Pizoelectric PAS, Photopyroelec

tric spectroscopy, Fourier transform photoacoustic spectroscopy, Photoacoustic X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy, Laser induced PAS etc[27]. One of the remarkable advantages 

of PA SPectroscopy is that, it is able to provide absorption spectra of materials just like 

conventional optical absorption spectra. It is also capable of dealing with (i) samples 

of very low optical density, (ii) samples of very high optical density (Ui) light flcattering 

samples and (iv) specularly reflecting samplee(9-22]. That means this technique can 

provide spectroscopic information over a wide range of absorption coefficients ranging 

from weakly absorbing transparent materials to highly absorbing opaque materials. 

With the advent of laser PA systems, the sensitivity of PA spectroscopy 

has risen by several orders of magnitude higher than conventional spectroscopic tech

niques[28]. This enhancement in the sensitivity of PA spectroscopy has made it a rompe-
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tent technique in overtone spectroecopy, trace analysis, pollution moni~oring etc[29--33J. 

The PA technique can also be used to study insulators, semiconductors and even metal

lic systeDl8 that cannot readily be studied by conventional absorption techniques. In 

the case of insulators, PA spectra can provide information on the optical absorption 

bands in the material and in semiconductors both direct and indirect transitions can be 

detected. 

Recently, several investigators[34-49] have exploited the PA technique to study 

the variation of optical band gap with composition in semiconducting chalcoganide 

glasses. Madhusoodanan et 41.[34-38] have determined the optical energy gap of dif

ferent semiconducting binary glass samples like As-Se, Ge-Se, Ge-Th, ~As-Th, etc at 

different compositions aDd at various temperatures by measuring the normalized PA 

signal as a function of wavelength of the incident light beam. SimUar method has been 

adopted by Nandalrumar et 41.[39--41] to analyse the variation of optical bend gap in 

ternary glasses with composition as well 88 temperature. Zegadi et al.[48J adopted the 

same method, but applied in a slightly different way, to evaluate the band gape of a 

series of Oulna:Gal_.Se2 alloys. 

PA monitoring of weak absorption in solids with high detection seneitivity 

of the order of lO-'cm-1 using pezioelectric detection has been reported on highly 

transparent solids like CaFe, SrFe etc. [16] . The high sensitivity of the technique has 

made it a suitable tool for determining absorptions in thin film as well. In thin film, weak 

absorption may be caused by a low absorption coefficient for the optical wavelength or 

may be caused by short path length. Therefore this method has found a high degree of 

application in thin film optical coatings like laser mirrors, absorption by glass surfaces, 

thin layer chromatography, surface chemistry, surface catalysis etc.[27J. PAS can be used 

effectively for studying absorbed or chemisorbed molecular species and compounds as 
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well as surface pa8Bivation, surface oxidation or reduction on metals, semiconductors 

and insulators. 

Another important application of PA spectroscopy is the optical characteris&

tion of highly opaque samples. This is achieved by irradiating the sample with 8 Hght 

beam chopped at. high frequency such that 1'. < l~. In a similar manner one can record 

the power spectrum of the excitation source with an optically opeque sample using high 

chopping frequency such that 1'. > IfJ. Following this principle one can fabricate a power 

meter with a wide wavelength range easily with an absorber sample. Moreover, it can 

also be used to study Urbach tail, excitatioDS and other fine structures in crystalline, 

powder and amorphous semiconductors{33,43,50-52], which in turn helps to study the 

effect of impurities, dopants, electromagnetic fields etc. on the material. 

1.3.2 PA monitoring of deexcitation processes 

Here the thermal decay branch is monitored to provide information on com

peting decay branches. After optical excitation, four decay branches are generally p0s

sible. They are luminescent, photochemical, photoelectric and thermal which may be 

generated directly or through energy transfer processes. For example, if luminescence 

and heat are the only two competing branches, PA monitoring of heat branch can 

provide the quantum efficiency of luminescence under suitable circumstances. That is 

when a luminescent material that is optically excited. can decay only by fluorescence or 

by heat generation, the measurement of the absolute heat energy generated provides 

the fluorescence quantum efficiency. There are several publica.tions[~58) which report 

measurement of fluorescent quantum efficiency by PA effect. 

The measurement of luminescence quantum efficiency by PA method can be 

very useful for studying laser materials. For example, the fluorescence quantum yield 
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of laser dyes in various solvents at various concentrations can be measured to under

stand the effect of solvent quenching and concentration quenching. New laser solid 

materials in the form of powders can be tested without the necessity of growing macro

scopic crystals 818 conventional methods of measuring luminescence quantum efficiency 

would require[26J. PA effect has effectively been utilized for deexcitation studies in rare 

earth oxides and in doped crystals[59,60,61). It gives information about the lifetime 

of various states and deexcitation channels. A combination of conventional fluores

cent spec~py and PAS can provide information about the relative strengths of the 

radiative and nonradiative deexcitation processes in solids. 

PA monitoring can provide a new and sensitive way to study or to monitor 

photochemical processes. Photochemical effects can produce characteristic acoustic sig

nals due to different memanisms. The simplest mechanism by which photochemistry 

influences the magnitude of the PA signal or a photothermal signal, in general, is that 

of complementarity. When the two branches are complementary (assuminl the lumi

nescence and photoelectric branches to be zero), the increase of one branch must mean 

decrease of the other. The complementary effect is ~n demonstrated in the important 

photosynthesis work of Cahen and co-workers[62,63). They observed that for samples 

with active photosynthesis, the PA spectrum and the optical abeorption spectrum actu

ally differed by an amount corresponding to the conversion into chemical energy (called 

the "photochemical loss"). 

It has been reported by different authors [62-66) that PA tedtnique is very suit

able for studying some other photochemical effect like energetics in the purple membrane 

of Halobacterium halobrium, photochemically induced acoustic generation (photochem

ical gas evolution and consumption) and photochemical chain reactions. 

PA monitoring of deexcitation is found to be very useful to study the effi-
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ciency of photovoltaic materials[66J. In a photovoltaic or photoconductive device, the 

thermal energy produced. in the optical excitation will be less than the absorbed U,ht 

energy since part of the lisht energy is converted into electrical energy. That is, the 

observed PA signal from the sample should be smaller when the sample is photoelec

trically active. Tam[67} extended Cahen's idea of PA monitoring of photoelectricity to 

other systems. Tam used a PA method for the first time to study the photoconductive 

quantum efficiency of a thin organic dye film. 

There are several other recent papers on the use of photoecoustic monitor

ing of photoelectric canier generation or related effects in semiconductors and organic 

dyes. Thielmann and Neumann[68] have applied a photoacoustic technique similar to 

Cahen's[66] to determine the photocarrier generation quatum efficiency in a Scbottky 

diode. Wasa et 4Z.[69] have investigated. nonradiative states in Ga.As and InP by PA 

technique. ToJrumoto et al.[70] have used PA spectroscopy to study Si, Ge., INSb, G4A. 

and GaP in the region above the fundamental absorption edge. Iwas&ki et al.[71} have 

used laser PA spectroscopy to examine voltage- dependent electron recombination pr-o

cesses at a semiconductor electrode dye solution interface. Iwaski et al. [72] have also 

used the PA technique to study spectral 88nsitization effects by dyes on ZnO powder. 

PA monitoring technique has proved its ability for measuring energy transfer 

processes in excited molecules. There are at least two ways to achieve energy traD8fer. 

The most commonly used way is by collisions either self- collision of the excited molecules 

with the ground state of the same molecules, or collision of the excited state molecules 

with foreign molecules. Another less commoa. but very powerful way is stimulated. 

transition by light. Parker and rutke[73} performed some of the pioneering work on 

the PA measurement of collisional deactivation time of the electronic state of 0" and 

obtained a pressure x life time product of pure oxygen. Robin and co- workers [7 4-76} 
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performed a series of experiments in organic vapors which beautifully demonstrate the 

use of PA technique to measure energy transfer processes when various triplet or singlet 

excited states are produced. 

Usiq PA monitoring technique a series of experiments on energy transfer pro

cesses in vapors of organic materials has been performed. by Hunter and co-workers[77} 

Huetz.. aubert and Tripodi[78] used PA technique to investi&ate variational relaxations 

of CO, in collision with itself or with other molecules like N" H" Co, etc. Subsequently, 

Lepoutre and co- worken[79] investigated in detail the collisional deactivation rates of 

vibrationally excited CO, with a host of other molecules at temperatures ranging from 

170 to 400 K. In succession with the work of Huetz- Aubert[781 several investigators 

have applied the PA technique for the determination of relaxation rates in solids 88 well 

as gases. Energy transfer due to stimulated transition by light has also been studied by 

PA technique. 

1.3.3 PA sensing of physical properties of materials 

The generation and propagation of acoustic waves in a sample depend criti

cally on the thermoelastic and physical properties of the sample. By monitoring the 

PA signal, one is able to probe or measure such properties as acoustic velocities, elas

ticity, density, thickness, specific heat, thermal conductivity, material discontinuities, 

crystallinity, phase transitions and so on. By focusing the light beam, some of these 

physical properties may be measured locally and hence by scanning the beam over the 

sample, PA imaging of the property concerned can be realised. A review of pulsed PA 

methods for material characterisation is given by Hutchins and Tam[SO). 
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1.3.3.a Photoacoustic imaging 

The technique of PA imaging is concerned. with the detection of variations in 

surface and subsurface thermoelastic properties in a sample. In particular, if little lateral 

resolution is desired and PA imaging is mainly concerned with the property variations 

in the thickness direction, the technique is usually called. "PA depth profiling". On the 

other hand, if high lateral resolution is required, the technique is called "PA microscopy". 

PA imaging rely on the detection of variations in magnitude or phase of the PA signal 

as the sample surface is scanned with the modulated. beam of light. 

1.3.3.b PA depth proftling 

PA depth profiling is a technique of using the PA signal from a sample to 

determine its depth dependent properties. Such a technique can be destructive or 

nondestructive. 

An example for destructive PA depth profiling is given by Yeacket al.[56]' who 

monitored the PA signal due to laser ablation of a composite, layered sample. They 

used the PA monitoring technique to control the optical ablation and was stopped. after 

a desired depth was reached. Their method of PA monitoring of stepwise ablation by 

laser pulses may be extended to many other novel technological or medical applications 

where optical ablation, evaporation, coagulation, polymerization, or other chemical or 

physical changes need to be performed. stepwise with light pulses. In these applications, 

the PA pulse signal can be continuously monitored and the completion of the desired 

operation (eg. drilling through a certain layer) can be indicated by a characteristic 

change in the pulsed PA signal. 

Nondestructive depth profiling techniques are more important and useful. 

Usually, depth profiling is obtained by a chopping - frequency dependent measurement 
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of the PA signal with a gas - coupled microphone. The qualitative idea for an opaque 

sample is simple. The modulated thermal coupling at the gas - sample interface oc

curs between a sample thermal diffusion length p., and a gas thermal diffusion length 

'"',. Since the diffusion lengthe depends on the chopping frequency J u J- 1{2, a higher 

chopping frequency corresponds to pl"obing the sample closer to the surface. A good 

example is the chopping frequency dependence of the visible PA spectra of an apple peel 

or of a spinach leaf reported by Rosencwaig[81], Adams and Kirkbright[82J and others. 

At a comparatively high chopping frequency (eg. J ~ 300 Hz , p., ~ lOp.m) , the PA 

spectrum corresponds to the optical absorption of the top layer of the plant mattel1l 

while at a lower chopping frequency (eg. J ~ 30Hz , Jl., ~ 3:¥tm), the PA spectrum 

corresponds to absorption by the pigment below the top layer. 

Various PA cells using gas microphone system for depth profiling studiee of 

solid samples are described in literature. For example, Adams and Krikbright[82J, Tarn 

and Wong[83] etc have described PA cells for which the coupling gas and its thickness 

can be changed so that the PA signal for a depth - profiling experiment can be optimized. 

Depth profiling with the use of direct coupling is also possible, in which case the PA 

signal with piezoelectric detection is usually preferred over microphone detection due 

to higher magnitude of the signal and better signal to noise ratio. 

1.3.3.c PA microscopy 

PA microscopy is a field that is fast expanding and is being actively pursued 

by many research groups because of its potential applications in thin film technology, 

chemical engineering, biology, medical diagnostics etc. It provides a unique method for 

obtaining subsurface images of irre&ularities, flaws, doping nonuniformities etc which 

cannot normally be obtained by other nondestructive techniques. 
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A number of papers have been published in this field (84-90]. Von Gutfeld &Dd 

Melcher[84] were the first to demonstrate that subsurface voids in an Al cylinder could. 

affect the pulsed PA signal detected by a piezoelectric transducer. Wong et 4l.(85,86] 

first reported actual PA images of subeudace structure in solids. 

Ash et 41.(87], BU88e aDd Rosencwaig[88], Busse and Ograbec:k[89) and 

Perkowitz and BU88e[90] have also demonstrated that PA microscopy can be used to 

map out subsurface features such as in integrated circuits, ceramic substrates etc. 'The 

PA phase image is usually more informative than the PA amplitude image because the 

former is much less affected by the variatiOlll in optical absorption, rather it depends 

mainly on the variations in thermoelaetic properties. 'The PA imaging of compositionai 

variation in Hg1-"Ct4,Te semiconductors reported by McClelland et aL(91) is a good ex

ample of an application of PA detection for industrial quality control. The Hg1-"Cd"Th 

semiconductors are very useful for mid - IR detection. 'The compositioDal uniformity of 

the Hg]_"Cd,,'Je can be ell8llred by PA scanning microscopy before its fabrication into 

IR detector arTays. Using a CW Nd:YAG laser for excitation, Macfarlane et al.[92] 

have demonstrated PA mapping of c:lama&es due to ion implantation and subsequent 

recrystallization due to 8DJlealing in Si and GaAs. In most PA microecopyexperiments 

the image obtained is either due to variations in optical absorption or due to variations 

in thermoelaetic properties. But, the PA microscopy experiment of Widcramasinghe et 

al.[93} is an exception. They used a mode - locked Q switched Nd:YAG laser to excite 

a sample of metal film with optical pulse trains of duration O.2ns at 210MHz repeti

tion rate. In this experiment PA image is formed by sensing the PA ultrasonic waves 

generated in the sample. Consequently ultrasonic scattering would also affect the PA 

imaging in thifJ experiment. 

PA microscopy techniques has been used for nondestructive imaging of various 
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subsurface features like voids in metals, flaws in ceramics, absorption sites in laser 

windows and water content in porous materials. It also can be U8ed for determining 

inhomoleneities in layered materials, foreign material inclusions in biological f!lamples, 

defects in integrated circuits and subetrates, compositional variations in alloys, ion -

implantation damages in semiconductors etc. 

1.3.3.d Thermal characterisation of solids 

The P A effect depends not only on the optical properties of the sample, hut 

also on its thermal and geometric properties and in some cases on its elastic proper

ties as well. Most commonly encountered thermal parameters in PAS are the thermal 

diffusivity, Q = k/ pC and the thermal effusivity, e = ..;£iiC, where K is the thermal 

ronductivity, p is the density and C is the specific heat of the sample. The thermal 

diffusivity Q is of direct relevance in heat flow studies. It determines the rate of periodic 

or transient heat transportation through a medium. Because of its controlling nature 

and common occurrence in heat flow probleDlJ, its determination is very often neces

sary. Moreover, a knowledge of thermal diffusivity enables one to determine thermal 

conductivity of a sample. An extensive review on thermal parameters of solids has been 

published by Touloukian et al.[94]. 

Adams and Kirkhright[95] measured the thermal diffusivitJes of copper, alu

minium and polymer samples from the phase lag measured. in the frequency depen

dent photoacoustic signal from these samples. An alternate method of measuring the 

thermal diffusivity of solid materials have been reported independently by two groups. 

Lepoutre et al. [96} and Sugitani et al. [97} measured the thermal diffusivity of materials 

by analysing the variation of photoacoustic signal amplitude with chopping frequency. 

Of late the later method has gained popularity among the investigators in this 
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filed. Philp et al. [98} have used this chopping frequency analysil technique to determine 

the thermal diffusivity of samples belonging to the ~Bt!.z family of semiconducting 

chalcogenide gl8S8eS at different compositions. The technique has been used by Madhu

soodanan et al.[34,37,!$.102} and Nandakum8l' et 41.[39,40,103] for demonstrating the 

variation of thermal diffusivity with composition or temperature in bin8l'yand ternaIy 

semiconducting chalcogenide glasses respectively. One can determine the thermal dif

fusivity of a sample using the expl'elSion, Q = 11:, where le is the critical chopping 

frequency at which a sample of thickness I. goes from thermally thin to thermally thick 

regime. The chopping frequency analysis enables one to evaluate the critical frequency 

le. Madhusoodanan et al.[104} have also evaluated the thermal conductivity of some 

bulk polymer samples by the same method. Isaac et al.[lOli] have used. this method 

to show that there is an abrupt increase in thermal diffusion below Te in the high re 
superconductor Y~Cuo,_,. 

Swimm[l06} determined the average thermal properties of a multil~r thin 

film optical coating usiDl both front and reM surface illumiDation techniques. Lachaine 

et 4l.[107] performed front surface meaaurements on a thin polymer film by changing 

the backing material. 

Another important technique put forward by Lac:haine[l08] involves deter

mination of thermal diffusivity by measuring the photoacoustic phase variation as a 

function of sample thickness. Thomas et al.[1091 have demonstrated a single beam 

photoacoustic phase lag measurement for determining the thermal diffusivity of solid 

samples. They measured the p~ difference ofPA signals from front and rear surfaces 

of a solid sample by rotating the PA cell by 180' illuminating the both surfaces by same 

chopped beam of light. 

Phase transition studies on solids is another important aspect of thermal ch8l'-
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acterization of solids. The thermal parameters of a material ,enerally undergo changes 

when the material undergoes a phase tr8D8ition.Therefore by monitoring the PA signal 

as a function of temperature one can get information about features of phase transi

tions. During last ten years, many investigators have employed the PA technique for 

phase transition studies in many materials{lOO,lOl,l06,llO,ll1]. Madhusoodanan et 

al.[lOO,lOl] measured the glass transition temperature of A8~Tel_~ glass by measuring 

the PA amplitude and phase 88 a function of temperature. A similar method has been 

adopted by Isaac et al.[l05,llO) for determining the Tc of the high Tc superconductor 

YB2CuS07. Isaac et al. have also applied the PA technique to study the stability of the 

rerroelectric phase in polycrystalline KNO,[l12). 

1.4 Work presented in this thEliis 

PA sensing of phyaical properties of a material has potential uses in nonde

structive testing and thermal characterization of bulk 88 well as thin film .amples. In 

this 'M>rk a realization of PA imaging of surface and subsurface features of solid samples 

and an analysis of the depth profiling ability of PA technique have been performed. We 

have developed a new and simple PA scanning technique for the thermal characterization 

of bulk solid as well as thin film samples. The details of the principle, theoretical ComlU

lation, experimental realization and the results obtained are presented in the following 

chapters of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INSTRUMENTATION 

For performing the work presented in this thesis, a photoacoUltic (PA) imaging 

experimental setup has been fabricated. The essential parts of this experimental setup 

are a PA lpectrometer and a microprocessor controlled. scanning unit. The general 

aspects of PA spectromet.er and the necessary instrumentation 'WOrk done for setting up 

this experimental arr&Ilgement 8l'e outlined. in this chapter. 

2.1 General aspects of the PA spectrometer 

A PA spectrometer is assembled. with following units (i) a source of radiation 

with sufficient intensity, (ii) arrangement for intensity or frequency modulation of light, 

(iii) PA cell which contail18 a sample and a suitable acoustic transducer and (iv) signal 

processing unit. The block diagram of a basic PA spectrometer is shown in Fig.(2.1). 

2.1.1 Source of radiation 

Based. on the nature ofPA studies, different types of radiation sources are used. 

for sample excitation. Incandescent or arc lamps and lasers are two popular typa of 

light sources commonly used. The important parameters for the selection of a radiation 

source are (a) the power available with usable band. width (b) the wavelength range (c) 

tunability of the source and (d) the ease of modulation of inteDlity and sometimes of 

wavelength as well. 

High pressure Xe arc lamps, high pressure Hg lamps, tungsten lamps, Ner-

8nt glower etc 8I'e the commonly UBed incoherent sources. Any of these lamps &Dd 

monochromator combination can provide continuous tunability over a wide wavelength 
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Fig 2.1 : Block diagram of a basic PA spectrometer 
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range from the infrared to the ultraviolet. Lasers are widely accepted radiation sources 

in PA experiments, especially for measuring weakly absorbing samples. This is mainly 

because of their high spectral radiance resulting from the extremely narrow line widths 

and high collimation. Because of spectral purity, lasers can be effectively used for high 

resolution PA spectroscopy experiments. The limited tunability is a main drawback of 

laser sources. 

2.1.2 Modulation 

The incident light beam has to be modulated for the generation of PA signals. 

Either amplitude or frequency of the incident radiation has to be modulated. Amplitude 

modulation is a more accepted and widely used method because it can be accomplished 

by relatively inexpensive mechanically choppilll methods. The depth of modulation 

in this case is nearly 100%. While using mechanical choppers, precaution should be 

taken to minimize the vibration noise transmitting directly from the chopper to the 

microphone detector. Amplitude modulation can also be accomplished by electrical as 

well as electro - optic methods. In the cue of CW lasers, modulation can be achieved 

by varying the discharge tube current. Electro - optic modulation involves changing the 

plane of polarization of an incoming polarized light beam in a nonlinear optical crystal 

(ADP or KDP) by the application of a modulated electric field 8C1"08S the crystal. 

Frequency modulation can be employed to eliminate the PA signals generated due to 

~velength independent absorption at the cell windows. In dye lasers, rapid frequency 

changes can be obtained by using an eledro - optic tuner instead of a birefringent filter. 

Frequency modulation is well 8uited for narrow line width absorbers such as atomic and 

diatomic species. 
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2.1.3 Photoacoustlc cell 

The PA cell is cOD8idered as the heart of a PA spectrometer. The PA cell 

contains the sample and microphone. The microphone is used to detect the PA signal 

generated inside the cell. Proper cell design is very important for the generation of PA 

signal of detectable amplitudes. Some of the important criteria governing the design of 

a PA cell are given below. 

(i) The cell should be acoustically isolated from the surroundingl. For this the cell 

should be designed with good acoustic seals and with walls of sufficient thickness to 

form a good acoustic barrier. The thermal mass of the cell walls should be large. 

(ii) The PA signal arising due to light absorption in cell windows and walls 

should be as small as possible for the wavelength region of interest and the interior 

of the cell highly re8ecting. Although the cell walls will absorb some of the incident 

and scattered light, the resulting PA signal will be quite feeble as IOllg 811 the thermal 

mass of the walls is quite large. The cell geometry should be such that the scattered and ' 

reflected light towards the walls and microphone are as minimum as possible. Moreover, 

there should not be any contamination in the interior surfaces of the cell. 

(iii) Since the PA signa1e V8IY inversely with the volume of the gas inside the 

ceU[l J, the cell dimensions should be so ch06en that the volume of the cell is minimum. 

However, care must be taken to avoid dissipation of acoustic signal produced appreciably 

to the cell windows and walls before reaching the microphone. Also for all chopping 

frequencies of interest the length of the gas column, 19, in the cell should be greater than 

the thermal diffusion length, #It, since it is this boundary layer of gas that acts as an 

acoustic piston generatiBg the signal inside the cell. Tam[2] has suggested the optimum 

gas column length to be I, = 1.8 Ilg. Another important parameter that should be 
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considered in the design of a PA cell is the thermoviscous damping, because this could be 

a source of signal dissipation at the cell boundaries. Thermoviscous damping coefficient 

varies as w I / 2 and become important at high frequencies where 88 thermal diffusion 

length, which varies as wI / 2 is predominant at low frequencies. CODllidering all these 

effects the distance between the sample and window can be chosen to be 1 - 3mm [3]. 

Depending upon the type of the experimental studies different type! of cell 

design have appeared in literature[4,5]. The most common cell design adopts cylindrical 

geometry in which the light beam is centered along the axis. Such a. cell can be operated 

either in the resonant mode or in the non-resonant mode. The pressure variations 

produced due to PA effect propagates radially towards and perpendicular to the exci ting 

beam. The hydrodynamic equations describing the time variation of pressure at a given 

point in the cell have been solved for cylindrical[3,6-8] and other[9] cell geometries. The 

pressure diltribution P within a cylinder of length L and radius R is given by[3] 

p(r, q" %, t) = cos(mq,)cos(k1rzj L).1m (Otm,,,trr/ R)ezp(-iwt) (2.1) 

where .1m is the BfI8881 functioa of the first kind of order m and eigen values le, m, and n 

relate to longitudinal ( k=l, m = n = 0) and radial (n~ 1, k = m = 0) acoustic modes 

respectively. It it found that the cell exhibits a number of acoustic resonances. The 

resonance frequencies are given by [3] 

J,.. = Co/2[(Ic/ L)2 + {CJtm,n/ R)'J1/2 (2.2) 
i 

where Co is the sound velocity in the gas and Otm,,, is the ntll rooj«luation (d.lm /dr)"'R 

= 0 The numerical values for the lowest order roots are Qo,o = 0, Qe,1 = 1.226 and 

01,0 = 0.589. Cell resonances amplify the acoustic power at the resonance frequency. 

Geometries other than cylindrical have also been used in PA cell design. loli et al.[10] 
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directed the laser radiation transverse to a cylindrical sample cell and this configura

tion allowed excitations of a lower frequency longitudinal resonances with simultaneous 

placement of the microphone along the axis of the PA cell for more efficient coupling of 

the acoustic energy on to a small diaphragm microphone. 

In addition to the radial and axial resonant cell design, there has been consid

erable interest in the use of cells that employ Helmholtz reeonance[11- 13]. Here we have 

two volumes VI and V, which form respectively as sample and microphone chambers. 

These chambers are connected by a channel of length le and cross sectional area A. The 

resonance frequency is given by [3] 

lru = ~; JA/leYr 

where Yr = l~\ This configuration can avoid the pneration of spurious acoustic signals 

due to the interaction of the scattered light from the sample, sample holder and window 

with the microphone 8Urface. Another important advantage of this configuration is 

that one can keep the sample chamber away from the microphone chamber by using 

a sufficiently long connecting tube for performing temperature variation studies where 

the sample has to be kept at very low or very high temperatures[14,15]. 

The Brewester windows for minimum light scattering, multipassing for in

creased sensitivity, acoustic baJIi. for reduced effects due to window absorption ete, 

can be incorporated for improved performance of PA cells. 'The effects of window heat

ing can be eliminated by using a differential cell design[I6). 

2.1.3 Acoustic detectors 

The PA lignal generated in the cell can be detected by any sensitive mi

crophone. A condenser microphone produces electrical signal when a pressure wave 

impinges on the diaphragm. Such microphones generally have flat &equency responle 
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up to ~ 15KHz, low distortion and are Dot sensitive to mechanical vibrations. Electret 

microphones[17} constructed using solid material of high dielectric constant, which are 

electrically polarized, can also be used for detecting PA signals. No bias voltage is 
I 

required for electret microphone and due to the 18l'ge capacitancj~~possible from 

electret materials, they can be made into miniaturized microphones. Piezoelectric de

vices can also be used to sense the elastic waves generated in radiation absorbing solids 

and liquids[18,19,2D}. These device8 offer much better acoustic impedance matching to 

the condensed samples and can detect high frequency signals. 

2.1.4 Signal processing 

Since the PA signal is very weak, processing of the output signal from the 

microphone must be done with great care. In order to maximize the signal to noise 

ratio, the signal from the microphone preamplifier should be processed by an amplifier 

tuned to the chopping frequency. Generally a phase sensitive lock - in amplifier is used 

for this purpose. Using a phase sensitive lock - in amplifier[21] one can m888ure the 

phase as well as the amplitude of the PA signal. A lock - in amplifier can also eliminate 

noise from other sources. Using a dual phase lock - in amplifier the measurements can 

be taken very easily, particularly when both amplitude and phase vazy simultaneously. 

2.2 The present experimental setup 

A photo&coustic imaging setup has been 8l"ranged by incorporating a single 

beam PA spectrometer with a microprocessor controlled scanning unit. All the investi

gations described in this thesis except depth profiling experiment has been performed 

with this experimental setup. A block diagram of the experimental aetup is shown in 

figure 2.2. The main parts of the system are (1) a 10 mW He-Ne laser, (2) an electro 

mechanical chopper, (3) a PA cell, (4) a scanning unit and (5) a lock-in amplifier. 
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Fig 2.2 : Block diagram of the experimental setup used in this work 
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A 10 mW He-Ne laser (M/s Spectra Physic Inc.) has been used as the radi

ation source in moet of the work reported in this thesis. It gives out continuous laser 

radiation of wave length 632.8nm. For the intensity modulation of the incident laser 

beam a mechanical chopper (Photon Technology International, Model QC 40(0) is used. 

Using the two discs supplied with the chopper, one can vary the chopping frequeocy 

continuously from 4 to 4000 Hz. The chopper &80 provides the reference sign&l for 

triggerin& the lock-in amplifier. 

A single phase lock-in amplifier (Stanford Reeearch Systems, Model SR 510) is 

used for processing the PA signal detected by the microphone kept in the PA cell. The 

lock-in amplifier has a full scale sensitivity of tnV to 500mV and an operating frequency 

range 0.5Hz to 100KHz. Phue can be adjusted in large steps of goo and fine steps of 

0.0250 • Phase shift as well as frequency can be read on a four digit LCD display. The 

signal amplitude can be read. either on the anologue meter or on the auto ranging LCD 

display. 

2.2.1 COJ'l8tructlon and standardization of the PA cell 

The PA cell is considered 88 the heart of any PA spectrometer. A small volume 

room temperature PA cell which is suitable to be attached to the mechanical scanning 

unit has been fabricated for the present investigations. The design aspects of this PA 

cell is outlined below. 

The small volume non-resonant PA cell is made of aluminum. Fig. 2.3 gives 

a sketch of the cell with its various parts. An axial bore of diameter 2.2cm is made in a 

solid aluminium cylinder of diameter 6cm and length 6cm which constitute the cell 

body. The sample holder, which is also made of aluminium, can be just fitted into this 

bore. Th-e sample holder is designed in such a way that samples of different thicknesses 
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Fig 2.3 : A cross sectional view of the room temperature PA cell 
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can be accommodated in the cell. A glass window is provided to illuminate the front 

surface of the eample. '0' rings on the window and sample holder are used to isolate 

the cell vol ume acoustically from outside. 

The PA signal is detected using a microphone kept very close to the sample 

compartment through a side port in the cell body. A small size high sen8itive electret 

microphone ( Knowels, Model BT 1759) having a built in FET preamplifier has been 

used for the detection of the acoustic signals. It has got a flat frequency response in the 

frequency range 10 Oz to 5000 Oz. Power source to the microphone and its preamplifier 

are enclosed in a metallic case. A BNC connector is attached to the case for takilll the 

microphone signal to the lock-in amplifier. The minimum distance between the sample 

and window is 2 mm. This is very much greater than the thermal diffusion length of 

air which is 0.06 mm at a chopping frequency of 10 Hz. The minimum volume of the 

enclosed air in the cell is ~ 1 cc. The distance between the window and sample can be 

adjusted by moving the window holder. 

The frequency response of this PA cell has been measured. using carbon black 

88 the standard sample. Carbon black sample is irradiated with the chopped beam of 

He-Ne laser at various chopping frequencies. The amplitude as well as the phase of 

the PA signal generated in the cell have been measured. The variation of PA sipal 

amplitude with choppiq frequency for the carbon black: sample is shcnm in Fig. 2 .... 

This plot clearly ShoW8 the w-1 dependence of the PA signal as p!'8dicted by the R-G 

theory at chopping frequencies above 40 Hz . This m88ll8 that the cell re.ponse will be 

best for a chopping frequency around 40 Hz. The corresponding variation in the phase 

of the PA signal is shown in Fig. 2.5. For a saturated PA signal, R-G theory predicts 

that the phase shift at the sample surface should be constant. 
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2.2.2 Microprocessor controlled scanning unit 

In order to obtain the surface or subsurface images of a sample by the photoa

coustic or photothermal imaging technique, it must be subjected to a surface scan with 

an intensity modulated beam of light after placing it inside a PA cell. Because of the 

electrical neutrality of light, surface scanning with a light beam has b£accomplished 
~ 

by nonelectrical methods. For achieving the surface scan, a mechanical scanning unit 

which is controlled by a microcomputer system, has been designed and fabricated. The 

unit enables one to scan the surface of a sample point by point with an optical beam and 

produce a photoacoustic image of the surface and interior of the sample. The technical 

details of the sytem, including mechanical parts, controlling hardware and software are 

given in the following sections. 

2.2.2.a Mechanical assembly of the scanning unit 

The scanning unit which we have fabricated is a platform which is capable of 

moving in both X and Y directions. The main parts of this platform are made of cast 

iron. The different parts of the mechanical assembly of this platform are shown in Fig. 

2.6. The platform P which is provided with the facility for fitting the PA cell on it, 

can be moved along the tracks provided on the beam H. The nut NI which is able to 

move along the shaft SI is attached firmly to the platform P. The shaft is fixed on the 

horizontal beam by means of two ball bearings Bl ,Bl. Thread on the shaft is made 

with a pitch of 1 mm. This shaft is attached to the shaft of a stepper motor of torque 

3 Kg-cm by means of gear and wheel arrangement. When the stepper motor I begins 

to rotate, the platform moves along the beam H in either direction depending on the 

direction of rotation of the stepper motor. The beam H and the components on it all 

together are attached to the vertical pillar R using shaft ~, nut N2 and ball bearings 

(B" B,) as in the same way the platform is attached on the beam H using the shaft Sll 
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Fig 2.6 I Mechanical assembly of the PA scanning unit 
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the nut NI and the ball bearings (BlIB1). The pillar R is fixed rigidly on a base B. 

The vertical movement of the platform is performed with a 10 Kg-cm torque stepper 

motor. The beam H and the platform on it together can move either in the upward Rr 

downward direction depending upon the direction of rotation of the stepper E) 
2.2.2.b Description of the stepper motors and driving circuit 

Stepper motors are more convenient to be interface)o a computer system, 

because they are themselves digital electromechanical devices [22, 23]. Stepper motor 

rotates only through steps, unlike ordinary d.c motors, upon delivering current to some 

set of coils in a particular manner repeatedly. We have employed two stepper motors, 

one of torque 3 Kg- cm and the other of torque 10 Kg- cm (type DSC 20, DSC 31, 

Unique systems and controls Pvt. Ltd.), for driving the platform. Both are 4 phase 

stepper motors. They operate at a d.c voltage of 12 volt and consume approximately 8 

watts po-wer. The phase configuration of a typical 4 phase stepper motor is exhibited 

in Fig. 2.7. All the primed end of the coils i.e. A', B', C' and D' are taken as common 

and are connected to the negative of the supply. A combination of two phases out of 

four selected in a particular order are switched to the positive supply simultaneously 

for a single step motion. 

In order to use the stepper motor continuously, one has to energise repeatedly 

the four combinations of phases following the sequence shown in Tables 2.1 or 2.2. 
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Fig 2.7 : Phase configuration of a typical four phase stepper motor 
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Table 2.1 

Forward Rotation 

Step A B C D 

1 1 0 0 1 

2 1 0 1 0 

3 0 1 1 0 

4 0 1 0 1 

Table 2.2 

Reverse Rotation 

Step A B C D 

1 0 1 0 1 

2 0 1 1 0 

3 1 0 1 0 

4 1 0 0 1 

The sequence of the Table 2.1 is for forward motion whereas the sequence of 

'Thble 2.2 is for revene motion of the stepper motor. the speed of the motor can be 

controlled by varying the intervals in between each pulse sequence applied to the motor. 

Both motors used in our IC&Ilning unit can rot8.te 1.SD for each step. This means that, 

the motOR require 200 stepe motion for a complete rotation. Since the pitch of the 

shafts of the platform which are coupled to the stepper motors la 1 mm, the spatial 

shift of the platform is 1/200 mm for every step. 



The driving circuit of the two stepper motors is shown in Fig. 2.8 [24]. ThiB 

circuit is composed of two channels, such that one channel is for driving one stepper 

motor. There are i>ur seta of d8lHngton pair transistors in each channel in the switching 

mode which are connected serially with each coil of the stepper motor and power BUpply. 

Each of the four coils of the motor can be energized separately by applying a small 

positive voltage (s:::: 5 V) at the free end of the base resistor of each darlington pair. The 

distribution of the base voltage to each channel as in the sequence given in the Tables 

2.1 and 2.2 is managed by a microcomputer built around an Intel8085 proceB8or. 

The circuit diagram of the transistorised regulated power supply of 12 Volt, 

which can deliver a maximum load current of 2A is used to drive the two stepper motors 

in the scanning unit, is shown in Fig. 2.9. 

2.2.2c Description of microprocessor Interfacing 

2.2.2c.l Hardware 

We have interfaced the scanning unit which is discussed in the above aection 

2.2.2 with an Inte) 8085 [2S,26.27} processor in a microprocessor kit (Dynalog Microfrind 

I, Dynalog Microsystem) through a programmable peripheral interfa.:e 8255 provided 

in the kit. 

The system consists of the 8085A CPU, keyboard display controller 8279, two 

programmable peripheral interfaces 8155 and 8255, 4K ROM 2732, 2K RAM 6116 and 

other TTL devices essential for decoding and control signal generation. The address 

data and control bus are brought to the edge connector for expansion. The parallel I/O 

lines provided by 8155 and 8255 are separately brought out on two 26 pin ftat cable 

connectol'8. The basic memory map and I/O map of the system are given in Tables 2.3 
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Fig 2.8 : Driving circuit of the PA scanning unit 
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Fig 2.9 : Circuit digram oC power supply 
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and 2.4 respectively [28]. 

Table 2.3 Memory Map 

0000 - OFFFF - 4K system monitor 2732 

1000 - 17FF - 2K user RAM 6116 

1800 - IFFF - 2K user RAM 6116 

2000 - 27FF - Not available to user 

2800 - 2FFF - user RAM 2K 

3000 - 37FF - user RAM 2K 

4000 - 4FFF - user EPRDM 4K 

5000 - 5FFF - user EPROM 4K 

6000 - 6FFF - user EPROM 4K 
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Table 2.4 I/O Map (821515, 8279 ~ 811515) 

I/o Address 

00-03 

04 

05 

06 &; 07 

00 to 03 for 8255A - 5 PlO 

- Read 
- Write 

Read 
Write 

Not used 

08 command I Status Register (CSR) of 8155 

09 PA relister 

OA PB register 

OC PC register 
OD Timer High byte 

OE & OF Not used, not available 

Read key board FIFO 
Write data to display 

read status word 
Write command word 

not available 

The 8255A PPI provides three 8 bit ports for transferring data between the 

peripheral devices and the microprocessor (25}. 

The address of three I/O ports available in the 8255A PPI is given below. 

Addrep fm 

00 A 

01 B 

02 C 

03 control register 

The signal configuration of 8255A [25] PPI is depicted in Fig. 2.10. Data is 
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transferred between the microprocessor aDd the 8255A on the Do - Or bus. The three 

ports of the 8255A can operate in anyone of the following three modes. 

Mode 0 : Basic input / output 

Mode 1 : Strobed input / output 

Mode 2 : Bidirectional data bus 

The mode definition and control word format of the PPI[251 is shown in Fi.2.11. 

The two stepper motol'l in the scanning unit are interfaced with the micro

processor through port A (motor I) and port B (motor n). For this purpose we have 

made a control 'WOrd SOH which is selected when the three ports A, B and C are in 0 

mode and output configuration. The block diagram of interfacing of the scanning unit 

is shown in Fig 2.12. Since, 4 bit control signal is enough for the operation of each 

stepper motor the least significant 4 bits of each of ports A and B are connected to the 

driving circuit using flat cable connectors. 

2.2.2c.2 Software 

We have a1eo developed a software package for operating the scanning WLit. 

Using this software package one can operate the scanning unit in step by step fashion 

with the desired speed. The area to be .canned can also be controlled with the software. 

The f\01W:hart of the program is given in Fig. 2.13. The software package is fused in a 4K 

EPROM 2732 and installed in User EPROM field. The complete program in assembly 

language along with Op codes is given in Appendix 1. 
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2.3 Automated photoacoustlc tmagins unit 

A photograph of the automated imaging set is displayed in Fig. 2.14. FUnc

tioning of the setup has been tested several times before the actual experiments were 

carried out. Using this setup one can scan a surface of area of 7 cm x 7 cm in a step 

by step fashion. But our usual requirement of scanning area is very small, about 3 

cm2 which is the cross sectional area of the PA cell. This setup provides very good 

lateral resolution of the order' of:; micron per step. Although the .tepwise motion of 

the PA cell in the setup contribute some noise to the PA signal, it can be eliminated by 

increasing the time delay between each step during motion. The overall performance of 

this imaging setup is found to be good and reliable. 
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Fig 2.14 s Photograph of the PA scanning syBtem 
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CHAPTERS 

PHOTOACOUSTIC IMAGING OF SOLID SAMPLES 

3.1 Introduction 

Photoacoustic (PA) imaging is an emerging technology having very important 

applications for material characterization and nondestructive evaluation[11 of opaque 

solid materials. PA imaging of a solid can provide information about surface as well 

as subsurface features[2,3) of the sample. Photo8icoustic imagiq can be realised with 

different intell8ity modulated heat sources, such as 18881'8[3,4] or particle beams[5,6) 

and with various detectors such 88 microphones[3], ultrasonic transducers[4) or infrared 

detectors{7,8,9). A number of review papers have appeared in literature covering various 

aspects of the technique[1(}'141. These include articles by Busse[lOl, Rosencwaig[ll} and 

Bimabaum and White[121. Pbotoacoustic (PA) imaging can be easily accomplished by 

scanning the sample with an intell8ity modulated beam of focused 188er light[15}. PA 

images with high spatial reeolutlon can bring out microscopic level information from 

surface as well as subsurface of a solid sample. The spatial resolution depenw. on two 

factors (i) the spot size of the excitation light beam and (ii) modulation frequency of 

the light beam{3]. 

The work presented in this chapter is mainly aimed at evaluating the PA 

imaging technique in unveilling the surface and the subsurface informations of solid 

samples. This technique has been applied in different samples prepared from selected 

materials having widely different thermal properties. All the samples are prepared in 

such a way that artificial defects with known features have been introduced at the 

surface or interior of the samples. The experimental details, results obtained and a 

discussion of the result. are described. below separately for each sample. 
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3.2 Experimental details 

The PA imaging setup, which has already been discussed in Chapter 2, is 

ueed for the preeent work. Depending upon the requirement, the H.Ne laser in the PA 

imaging experimental setup can be replaced by a He-Cd laser (l2OmW) of wavelength 

442nm. The samples preferred for PA iInaging are either in the form of a wafer or solid 

disc of nearly 2cm diameter. Samples subjected to PA imaging in the present work are 

silicon wafers, brass di8cs, nylon discs and teflon discs. The samples are chosen to have 

widely varying thermal properties. 

3.2a PA imaging of silicon wafer samples 

A silicon wafer of diameter nearly 2cm and thickness O.5mm is used &8 a sample 

for 8Urface PA imagiDg by making few scratches of nearly Imm width on one side. Both 

surfaces of the sample, that is the surface having the scratches and the opposite surface 

without scratches, are scanned with a chopped He-Ne laser beam in & step by step 

fashion by keeping it in the PA cell of the imaging setup. The stepwise movement of the 

scanning system is in accordance with the software embedded in the 8yttem. Because 

of the finite spot size of the laser beam, the system is programmed so &8 to make & 
.----~~---~---~ -~--

finite shift for each step in the X and Y directions. The lateral shift J?6'" step in the X 

and Y directions are respectively selected as O.25mm and O.Smm. Amplitude of the PA 
-=.ar=:=--: 

signals from each point on the surface of the sample is measured directly 011 the lock-in 

amplifier. The software of the system also provide few seconds of delay between each 

step, for stabilizing the output of the lock-in amplifier. 

The surface of the silicon sample is scanned from top to bottom ( Y - direction) 

in twenty lines. In each horizontal line ( X- direction) scanning is completed in twenty 

steps. The sample is mounted in the PA cell in such a way that the scratches on the 
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sample come in the vertical plane of th~~f~e area which is subjected to surface 
- -----------_ ... --

scanning. The other side of the silicon sample has also been scanned with chopped 

beam of H~Ne laser in a similar manner to bring out the difference. 

The backlash error of the ecanning unit due to reverse motion of the motors 

is determined to be nearly 10%. The PA signaI. obtained from the surface of the silicon 

wafer are manipulated by accommodating the backlash error in horizontal 8C8.D.ning and 

plotted to obtain a pseud~3D view with the help of a computer. 

3.28.1 Results and discussion 

PA imaging of front as well 88 rear surfaces of silicon wafer have been repeated. 

a number of times by varying the modulation frequency of the excitation beam. The 

data obtained in each cases has been analysed and plotted separately. A typical pseudo-

3D plot of the PA image obtained from the surface of the silicon wafer having surface 

scratches is shown in Fig. 3.1(a). This plot very clearly depicts the position of the 

scratches on the surface of the silicon sample. The nonuniformity of PA signals appear

ing at certain regiOll8 in the plot may be due to the presence of step like discontinuities 

present on the surface of the silicon wafer. Before conducting the experiments the sur

face of the silicon wafer has been examined very closely and ensured that the surface 

doesn't posses any discontinuity other than the scratches as far 88 possible. Therefore 

it can be concluded that the variations of PA lignals in a particular region in the plot 

shown in Fig.3.t(a) is due to the presence of the scratch only. 

From the theory of PA effect it is obvious that the amplitude of the PA signal 

generated from a point in the sample is primarily dependent upon the amount of light 

energy absorbed at that point. Naturally, the saatched or rough portion of the surface 

absorbs more energy. This is the cause of the increase in amplitUde of PA signals 
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at the scratched portions of the I8Dlple. Moreover, the thermal conductivity of the 

scratched region could be different &om that of the background which also contribute 

to an enhancement in PA amplitude. 

The plot shown in Fig. 3.1(b) is a hand plot of amplitude of PA signals 

obtained from a selected line on the lurface of the same sample. 

The data obtained during the rear surface scanning are also plotted in a similar 

manner. Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) are l'eIpectively the pseudo--3D computer plot and hand 

plot of a typical set of PA data obtained from the rear surface. In rear surface or 

BUbsurface PA imaging, chopping frequency of the excitation beam has an important 

role. PA imaging can unveil the rear surface or subsurface features only If it is within 

the thermal diffusion length the of PA signal. Therefore chopping frequency of the 

excitation beam in the rear surface imaging is selected in such a way that the silicon 

wafer is thermally thin at that frequency. 

Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) are t.he PA images of the rear surface of the silicon 

wafer having no scratches, at chopping frequencies 40Hz and ~~respectively. At 

these frequencies the .ilioon wafer is thermally thin. In these figures one can observe 

some nonuniformities of PA amplitude at certain region. It has been ensured that 

surface of the silicon wafer which i8 scanned with the laser beam does not posses any 

discontinuity. Since a glass plate is used 88 the backing of the sample, there is no chance 

of any discontinuity on the backing surface except due to the scratches made. Under 

these circumstances one can conclude that the variation of PA amplitude at a particular 

f? region in the sample is due to the presence of the scratch in the rear surface. "-._-----===--------.. 

3.2b PA imaging of nylon sample 

Nylon diec is another sample which hu been subjected to front and rear Imface 
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imaging. A circular nylon disc of diameter ~m and thickness 2.5mm is prepared and 

its surface made as smooth as possible by hand lapping with fine emery paper. Three 

pin size pits are made on one surface in such a manner that two of them are in the same 

line, while the third. pit is slightly inclined to thi! line. The diameter of these pits are 

equal and approximately O.5mm, but their depths are ditrerent. 

This sample has been subjected to surface as well as rear surface imaging. The 

experiments have been performed usina a He-Cd luer ( l2Omw, 442nm wavelength) as 

excitation source. The sample is placed in the PA cell in such a way that the pits on the 

sample surface are in the horizontal plane perpendicular to the light beam. The surface 

of nylon disc having pits is scanned with the chopped He-Cd laser beam by operating 

the scanner in X and Y directions in a step by step fashion. The linear shift for each 

step of the samner is set to O.5m~ in both X and Y directions. The frequency 

of the chopper is selected at 4OHz\The area containing the pits on the surface of the 

nylon disc is scanned in eight lines. Each line consists of twenty six steps. PA signals 

from all the points are collected and plotted as a pseudo-3D plot, and i. shown in Fig. 

3.3( a). As is evident from this figure, the three pits can be seen in the photoacoustic 

image of the sample. 

The same sample has also been subjected to rear surface imaging. One of 

the three pits is filled with little amount of lamp black. The surface of the nylon disc 

/ 

d~~,r.J 
without pits is scanned with chopped beam of He-Cd laser in the same manner as was ¥,: 
done in surface imaging. Here also the .ample is arran,ed in the cell in such a way that 

the pits are in the horizontal plane perpendicular to the light beam. The ampHtude of 

the PA signals from the surface of nylon disc having no discontinuities are as shown in 

Fig. 3.3(b). In this figure the presence of the pits on the reverse side is evident in the 

image. 
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3.2b.l Results and discussion 

The surface PA image of nylon disc having three pits on the same surface, 

shown in Fig 3.3(a), very clearly shows the positions of the three pits on the surface 

of the disc. The amplitude of the PA signals are enhanced at the positions of the pits. 

Increase in PA signal at the positions of pits means that excess of light energy is absorbed 

at these regions. Relatively higher roughnees and larger area of absorbing regions at 

the position of the pits are the reasons for the increase in the PA signal amplitude. 

Distance between the distorted regions in the figures can be measured 88 nearly 3mm 

and 5mm from left. to the right direction respectively. The distance between the pits 

have been measured respectively as 2.78mm aDd 4.8mm respectively using & travelling 

microscope. An error of the order of 8% found in this measurement can be attributed 

to the finite spatial resolution of the technique. 

In Fig. 3.3(b) there are two regions where the PA amplitude is different 

from the background. It can be concluded without any doubt that these two regions 

correspond to the positions of the two pits on the back side of the nylon disc. Although 

there are three pits on the sample, the rear surface image could bring out Information 

about two only. This is due to the difference in the depths of the pits. According to 

the theory of PA effect PA imaging can reveal the subsurface features only within the 

thermal diffusion length of the sample. Amplitude of PA signals is increased at one 

position, while decreased in the other position. It is confirmed that the PA signals &re 

increased in the position of the pit containing lamp black in the rear surface. Lamp 

black is a good light absorber and also is a good emitter of photothermal waves. In 

the second pit lamp black is absent. Therefore amplitude of PA signals illow there. 

Through this experiment it has been poesible to establish the power of PA imaging 88 

a probe for testing the presence of impurities as '\Yell as defect in the subsurfaces of a 
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solid sample in a nondestructive manner. 

3.2c PA imaging of brass disc 

A brass disc of diameter 1.75cm containing two pita of diameter 1.15mm sep

M&ted by & distance of 2.7mm OIl one surface has also been used 88 & sample for surface 

88 well 88 rear surface imaging. Thickness of the sample is 4.S4mm. Each pit has a 

depth nearly of 4.4mm. Both surfaces of this sample are subjected to PA scanning with 

the He-Cd laser chopped at 40 nz. A rectanaular area of 40 x 8 steps ( X - step = 

O.25mm ; Y - step = O.5mm) on the surface of the sample is scanned with intensity 

modulated beam of luer in a step by step fashion 88 delCribed. earlier. Amplitudes of 

the PA signals obtained from front surface and rear surface are plotted separately &nd 

are shown in Fig. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) respectively. 

The surface image shown in Fig. 3.4(a) and rear surface image shown in Fig. 

3.4(b) indicate very clearly the positions of the pits. In the surface image the amplitude 

of the PA signals is enh&nced to a large magnitude because the surface im&ge hM been 

recorded after filling the pits with little amount of lamp black. But rear surface imaging 

is performed without any lamp black in the pits. The amplitude of the PA sigwlls 8l'e 

smaller from the back surface above the pits. Even though the amplitude variations are 

not so distinct 88 in the previous case, the positions of the pits are easily identifi&ble 

from the recorded PA image. 

3.2d Subsurface PA imaging in tefton sample 

An actual subsurface PA imaging has been attempted on a tefton sample 

using our setup. For this a tefton diiC is prepared with 1.8cm diameter and nearly 4mm 

thickness. A thin copper wire of diameter 0.3mm is inserted into the disc diametrically 

slant to its surface as shown in Fig. 3.5. The position of the copper wire is deeper from 
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Metal wire 

Teflon disc 

Fig 3.fi : Cross sectional view of tefton disc inserted with metal wire 
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the surface of disc as it is inserted more into the disc. The sample has been preferred like 

this to demonstrate depth profiling ability of the PA imaging technique. The opposite 

surfaces of the sample have been made perfectly fiat and smooth. 

The sample has been subjected to PA scanning by intensity modulated beam 

of the He-Cd. laser modulated at a frequency of 20Hz. The scanning is performed 

vertically by keeping the sample in the cell such that the copper wire in the sample 

is aligned horizontally and is perpendicular to the light beam. The central region of 

the sample is 8C&IlIled vertically in 12 lines, Imm apart. Each line has been scanned in 

ten steps at O.5mm apart. Amplitude of the PA signals obtained during scanning the 

surface of the sample are plotted in pseudo three dimensions and is shown in Fig.3.6. 

Obviously Fig. 3.6 shows the presence of the metal wire in the central region. 

Although the metal wire is present inside the disc from one end to the other, the PA 

image could reveal it only at a certain length. It could be fetched neither at great depth 

nor at very low depth from the surface of the tefion disc. This can be explained as follows. 

(1) At high depths the metal wire passes through region beyond the thennal diffusion 

length of the PA signal for the selected chopping frequency. Therefore PA imaging of 

the metal wire could not be possible in that region, because PA signal cannot penetrate 

so deep into that region to detect it. (2) At the low depth region both the tefion surface 

layer and the metal wire in the subsurface can be considered as thermally thin, hence 

the PA signal comes mainly from the surface below the metal wire, that is from the 

tefion itself. So the thermal wave do not see the metal wire. 

3.3 Conclusions 

The experimental results presented. in this chapter confirm the capability of 

PA technique for surface as well as subsurface iID8ling of solids. In all case! it is 
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found that the iInage of defects and voids are spatially spread more than the actual 

si2e of the defect. This can be eliminated to certain extent by increuing the spatial 

resolution. Even though then is some theoretica1limitations, the PA imaging system 

can be operated. with few ten times higher resolution by using highly focused laser beam 

modulated at higher frequency and operating the scanning system with finer steps. But 

the present experiments are conducted at low spatial resolution because it is found to 

be more convenient to take data manually. One can exploit the maximum pouibte 

resolution of the existing PA imaging system by automating the scanniq and data 

acquisition part by interfacing to a computer. This will help to produce the surface and 

subsurface images with microecopic information of good quality. 

Another draw back of the presented system is that during data acquisition 
;,- ,-_.,... 

noise due to the movement of the PA cell interferes with the signal. This noise takes 

few seconds to settle down. Therefore a reasonable delay time has to be provided to 

stabilize the output of the lock-in amplifier, after moving through each step. This has 

made the data acquisition more laborious and time coll8UIDing process. This can be 

overcome to a large extent by adopting beam scanning method rather than PA cell 

scanning which we have adopted in our experiments. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PHOTOACOUSTIC DEPTH PROFILING IN MULTILAYER SOLID 

STRUCTURE 

4.1 introduction 

The technique of PA depth profiling can provide information 011 the thickness 

of a surface layer, depth of a sublayer, thermal diffusivity of a layer, thermal barriers 

or other irregularities below the surface and depth dependent optical absorption fe&

tures in a sample[1-7]. Such techniques should be quite useful for the semiconductor 

industry, thin-film technologies and different areas of surface science[6,7,8]. Further

more, depth profiling techniques are uniquely suitable for certain in vivo studies in 

medicine &Dd biology, where normal optical reflection or extinction measurements can

not be performed without elaborate sample preparations[9-11]. Although there are 

different strong theoretical models for PA depth profiling in layered transparent and 

opaque solid aamples[12-15], this technique is still not adopted as a commercial tech

nique in thin-film or semiconductor industries. Therefore it is interesting to undertake 

systematic investigations to evaluate the feasibility of PA depth profiling technique for 

measuring thickness and to determine thermal diffusivities of different material layers 

in a multilayered sample. 

In this chapter 'We present our experimental work and results of our attempts 

to do depth profiling in a multilayer sample prepared with different materials. The basic 

principle, experimental method, sample configuration and results obtained are described 

in detail in the following sections. 



4.2 Principle of the technique 

The basic principle of the PA depth profiling technique is that, the depth of 

the point of origin of the PA signal in a sample can be varied by changing the chopping 

frequency of the irradiating light beam. The amplitude and phase of the PA signal 

depends on the thermal properties of the material from which the PA signal originates. 

The other parameters involved in the generation of the PA signal are lj, p.j.Qj and K j 

which are the thickness, thermal diffusion length, thermal diffusivity and thermal con

ductivity of the sample respectively. The suffix j is used to indicate that the parameters 

correspond to the lh region of a multilayer sample 88 shown in Fig. 4.1. 

According to the Rosencwaig - Gersho theory of the photoacoWltic effect[14], 

the photoacoustic signal intensity Q for an optically opaque solid (~« '1), 88 Ions 88 

#J> 13, is given by 

Jor thermally thin caae oJ I-'j > Ij (4.1) 

for thermally thick C4ae of p. < Ij (4.2) 

In the above expression, t3 is the optical absorption length of region (1) and f is the 

chopping frequency of iDCident light beam shown in Fig. 4.1. 

From equation (4.1) it is clear that, for I-'j > li' the thermal property of the 

U+1)th region of the sample comes in the expression for PA sipal amplitude. Whereas, 

in equation (4.2), for I-'j < lj, the PA signal depends on the thermal property ofj'h region 

of the sample. The thermal diffusion length of the jth layer of the sample material is 

given by 

(4.3) 
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Fig 4.1 : Simple PA cell geometry with a multilayer solid sample inside. 
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Therefore the thermal diffusion length I.l can be chaqed by chaqiq the chopping 

frequency of the excitation light beam. Thus we can expect to get noticeable changes 

in PA signal amplitude and phase as the sample subjected to depth profiling by varying 

the chopping frequency. Therefore one can determine the depth dependent thermal 

characteristics of a sample by subjecting it to a chopping frequency analysis of the 

PA signal amplitude or phase. Whenever the thermal diffusion length in one layer of 

the sample reaches the boundary of another material with different thermal diffusion 

length, a discontinuity in the PA signal amplitude or phase can be observed. Therefore 

it is possible to obtain the thermal diffusivity of any material in the jtll layer of known 

thickness Ij by finding the chopping frequency ICj at which the PA signal amplitude or 

phase undergoes noticeable changes. This chopping frequency Icj is the characteristic 

frequency of the jlla layer. 

On the other hand, we can determine the thickness Ij of each individual layer 

of a multi-layered solid sample if the thermal diffusivity O;j of the material of the layer 

is known and by measuring the corresponding characteristic frequency Itj. 

4.3 Experimental method 

A photoacoustic spectrometer consisting fA a radiation source (H~Ne laser, A 

= 632.6nm, lOmW), a room temperature PA cell, optical chopper (photon Technology 

International, Model OC4(00) and a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research system S8.510) 

88 shown in Fig. 4.2 is used for performing the depth profiling experiments on multilayer 

samples 

In order to carry out error free frequency analysis of the PA signal amplitude 

and phue, the PA cell in the experimental setup must be ~,~~, le~ 

in the frequency range of interest in the experiment. Since the PA cell which is already 
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Fig 4.2 : Block diagram of PA spectrometer. 
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discussed in the Chapter 2 has a resonance at near 40Hz and this frequency is within 

the frequency range of our interest, we have used another room temperature PA cell for 

performing these depth profiling experiments. A cross sectional view and dimeDlions of 

various parts of this PA cell fabricated in aluminium are shown in Fig. 4.3. Frequency 

response of the cell usina a standard abeorber (lamp black) as a sample are liven in 

figures 4.4 and 4.5. Note that these figures follow the predictions of the R-G theory for 

an optically opaque and thermally thin sample . 

•• 4 Sample Structure 

A multilayered sample .tructure is prepared witla a silicon wafer and a bran 

disc kept one over other and placed on a glass substrate 88 shown in Fig. 4.6. A glass 

disc of diameter 2cm and thicknesa 2mm is used as the backing and it also acts as the 

bottom layer of the sample structure. A brass disc of thickne8i 450J.'m and diameter 

lcm is attached to the gJass disc with a fine 18Jef of silver paint. Thickness of the 

bonding layer of silver paint has been measured as nearly 12OJ.' m. The top layer of 

the sample configuration is formed with a rectangular piece ( 1cm X o.5cm ) of silicon 

wafer of thickness 370",m fixed. over the bl'8Sl disc again with silver paint. Silver paint Is 

selected as the binding material, because it CaD provide good thermal contact between 

the different layen. This sample configuration gets bound together firmly in a day or 

80 if kept undisturbed at. room temperature. This five layered sample (including glass 

ba.clting &nd two silver paint layers) is subjected. to a photoacoustic frequency analysis 

after keeping it inside the PA cell shown ill Fig. 4.3 and undertaking the experiment 

with the setup already discussed. For enhancing the signal, a very thin coating of lamp 

black is appUed aver the top surface of the sample. The thickness of this layer is of the 

order of 10",m which makes it t~ally thin at all the chopping frequencies used in 
~"-" // 

these experiments.- - // 
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Fig 4.3 z Configuration of the PA cell used. in these studies. 
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Fig 4.6 : Sample configuration of the multllayer solid structure. 
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4.5 Results and discU88ion 

Amplitude and phase of the PA signals obtained from the sample have been 

recorded by varying chopping frequency from 20Hz to 300Hz in .tape of 5Hz. Am

plitudes of the PA signe.ls at various choppiug frequencies from the sample have been J ~\ 
normalised with thOse obtained from thermally thin lamp black at the corresponding 

frequencies. N~tion-;--;:;-~aard method to nullify the frequency dependent cell 

characteristics &om the PA amplitudes. The normalised. PA amplitude versus chopping 

frequency is plotted in Fig. 4.7. In the phase measurement, we have determined the 

difference in phase of PA .ignals from the sample and the lamp black for each chopping 

frequency to eliminate the cell characteri8tics. The phase differences (.6.~) at variOU8 

chopping frequenciee of the sample are shown in the Fig. 4.8. 

In the figures .howing the frequency dependence of PA amplitude and phase 

difference, one can obeerve some discontinuitie& or sharp changes at certain points. Cer

tainly, these discontinuities are due to the shift of point of origin of the PA signal from 

one layer to the adjacent layer. These discontinuities are observed in the figures at 

approximately 40Hz, 60Hz, 160Hz and 220Hz. Using equation (4.3), we have calculated 

the charaderwtic frequencies of brass disc of thickness 450 #lm and silicon layer of thick

ness 370 #lm 88 54Hz and 223Hz respectively. By comparing the calculated charactel'istic 

frequencies of the brass layer and silicon layer, one can infer that the discontinuities in 

the graphs at 60Hz and 220Hz are due to the change of brass layer and silicon layer 

from thermally thin to thermally thick regimes. 

The above agreement ha led us to infer the discontinuities at 40Hz and 160Hz 

as due to the characteristic frequencies of silver paint layers between glass and 

brass and brass and silicon layers respectively of the multilayered sample. Thickness of 

the silver paint layer between glass and braas layers has been determined 88 120#lm. By 
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assuming 40Hz as the chwacteristic &equency of the silver paint layer of thickness 

lWI'm, we have estimated the thermal diffusivity (a:) of the silver paint as O.Ol8cm2 -----sec-I. This value could not be crou checked, because thermal parameters of the silver 

paint could not be found in hand books. 

We have also determined the thickness of the second layer of silver paint 

between brass disc and silicon wafer by assuming 160Hz as the characteristic frequency 

of that layer ~d thermal diffusivity of the silver paint as a: = O.OI8cm2 sec-I. It 

is determined as 6O",m. There is a reasonable agreement bet1Ueen photoacoustically 
.-

measured thickness and that measured with a micrometer of least count lO",m. 

Thickness of different layers of the sample determined by depth profiling tech

nique are tabulated in the Table 4.1. This table also provides the thicknesses of various 

layers measured with the micrometer for comparison. Similarly, experimentally deter

mined thermal diffusivities of different materiala in the sample configuration &Dd those 

taken from hand books are tabulated ~~1&ble 4.2 for comparison. The data presented 

iD. 1&bles 4.1 and 4.2 demoastrates that the thickness values and thermal diffusivity 

values determined in our experimen~)n good agreement with the corresponding val

ues available within experimental limits. Our results demonatrate the power of the PA 

technique in determining the properties of multill\Yef structures. 

-/ 
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Table 4.1 

Thickness of each layer of the sample configuration shown in Fig. 4.6 deter

mined by the PA depth pro&ling method. 

Materials in ~~ristic Thickness of each la.ver 
different 1&)'81'8 frequency obtained p.m 

in PA experiments Determill.ed by Measured with 
(Hz) PA technique micrometer 

Silicon 220 373 ±7 370±5 

.Uver paint 160 59.8 ± 2 50±5 
(Second layer) 

Brass 60 427 ±10 450±5 
I 
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Table 4.:1 

Thermal diffusivities of materials in the various layers of the sample configuration 

shown in Fig. 4.6. 

Material in Thickness of Experimentally Thermal diffusivity 
different the layer (Il m ) obtained characteri- Q cml Bec-1 

layers stic frequency ( Hz) Determined Calculated 
experimentally -

Silicon 370 220±& 0.9!'±0.02 0.96 

Silver paint 120 4O±1 0.018± 9 x 10-4 not verifted 
( I - layer) 

€\ " 
Brass <ISO 60±1.& 0.38±9.& 10-3/ 0.34 I 
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4.6 Conclusions 

The experimental results obtained by us are in accordance with the predic

tiODB of the R -G theory. The experimental results demonstrate that the frequency 

scanning technique can be used not only for depth profiling of a multilayer samples but 

also to determine the thermal diffuaivities of the constituent layers of a layered sample. 

This method is also found to provide & convenient method to determine or to compare 

the thermal diffusivities of different material. of a multilayered sample. The accuracy 

of the technique can be enhanced. by carefully controlling the rate of frequency 8C8ll

ning. Through these experiments we have substantiated that PA phase and amplitude 

variation measurements give results which are in agreement with each other. Moreover, 

experimental results from amplitude as wen 88 phase measurements in multilayered 

samples are in good agreement with the predictions of the R - G theory. 
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CHAPTER IS 

TERMAL CHARACTERlSATION OF SOLIDS BY A 

PHOTOACOUSTIC SCANNING TECHNIQUE: PRINCIPLE AND 

THEORY 

5.1 Introduction 

Thermal characterisation of materials is one of the most important applic. 

tions of the photoacoustic effect [1 ]. In photoacoustics, thermal characterisation of a 

sample is usually accomplished by determining either the thermal diffusivity Q = le/pC 

or the thermal effusivity e = VTiiC of the material of the sample[2,3]. The PA tech

nique enables one to measure both theee parameters. Simultaneous determination of 

thermal diffusivity and effusivity leads to the evaluation of the thermal conductivity le 

and specific heat C of the material of the sample. The commonly used photoacoU8tic 

methods to determine thermal diffusivity of a sample have already been outlined in the 

first chapter of this thesis. 

The m08t popular method to determine thermal diffusivity by PA method 

involves a chopping frequency aoalysis of the photoacoustic signal amplitude or phase 

and determination of the critical frequency, fel at which the sample changes from a 

thermally thin regime to a thermally thick regime[4,5,6]. An alternative to this method 

is to vary the distance between the point where the heat is generated and the point at 

which the thermal oscillations are detected. Ceasar et al. [7] have adopted thi8 method 

by varying the position of a laterally incident laser beam on a transparent sample. A plot 

of the photoaroustic amplitude and phase versus the distance z provides the thermal 

diffusivity Q by a data fit to expression with an exponential and linear dependence 

on (-a,%). Here a, is the thermal diffusion coefficient defined by a, = Jw/20:. A 
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related technique has been adopted to determine the theIDlal conductivity and specific 

heat of an opaque sample by measuring the variations in photoacoustic phase with 

frequency for different sample thicknesses[3]. By adopting the ft.G theory to specilised 

experimental conditions and analysing the generated PA signal amplitude and phase, 

different authors have determined the theIDlal diffusivity[8} or thermal conductivity and 

specific heat simultaneoosly[9] of a variety of samples. 

Another technique to measure the thermal diffusivity of a solid sample involves 

determination of the amplitude ratio or phase lag of the photoacoustic signal between 

the front and rear surface illuminations at a .ingle chopping frequency[lO,llj. This 

method is attractive in the sense that the measurement is independent of the sample 

thickness and chopping frequency. Phase lag measurements are found to give better 

results than the amplitude ratio method[lO]. Pessoa et al.[12] have measured the phase 

Jag by illuminating the front and rear surfaces of the sample simultaneously using two 

beams of light derived from the same source. 

All the methods described above suffer from the limitatJ.on that the measur&

ment accuracy is dependent on PA cell calibration. Measurements involving variations 

in sample thickness or chopping frequency can cause errors in the measurements. Me. 

surements of amplitude ratio or phase lag between front and rear surfaces also do depend 

on the experimental conditions. 

We have developed a photoacoustic scanning technique to measure thermal 

effusivity of solid samples. This technique has the advantage that the measurement 

is free of PA cell pal'ameters and experimental conditions. The principle and theory 

behind this technique are outlined in this chapter. The following chapter gives details 

of the experimental technique and the results obtained. 
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In this chapter we put forward the necessary theoretical background of the 

photoacoustic scanning technique which is more or less free from the drawbacks of the 

existing PA techniques to measure the thermal parameters of a solid sample. This 

photoacoustic scanning technique enables one to determine the thermal etfusivity of a 

sample directly. The method employs a sample configuration in which the backing for 

a good light absorber layer is changed from one backing sample (reference) to another 

backing sample (experimental) as the absorber surface is scanned with an intensity 

modulated light beam. The amplitude and phase of the PA signals do undergo sharp 

variation as the backing is changed from one to the other as win be demonstrated in 

the next chapter. By measuring the amplitude ratio of the PA signals from the two 

regions or by measuring the PA phase differences as the backing is changed from one to 

the other one can determine thermal effusivity of one of the backing sample, provided 

effusivities of other backing sample and absorber sample are known. The principle of 

the technique and necessary theory to 81'rive at the required expressions are described 

in the following sections. 

The one dimensional R-G theory[13] of PA effect is assumed 88 the funda

mental one which forms the ltartiq point to derive the necessary expressioD8 for the 

amplitude ratio aod. phase difference involved in the PA scanning technique. The ex

pressions do not involve the PA cell parameter or the experimental conditions at which 

the PA scanning experiment is carried out. Principle of the method and adaptation of 

the R-G theory to this experimental situation are outlined below. 

5.2 Principle of the technique 

Consider the experimental configuration shown in Fig. 5.1. Here the experi

mental sample b l whose thermal effusivity is to be determined is inserted in the reference 

sample b, whoee thermal effusivity is known. The experimental sample is inserted into 
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the reference sample in such a way that the top of both the samples are flat and are at 

the same level. A thin layer of a highly light absorbing material such as carbon black 

is coated over the entire top surface of the sample configuration. This layer ~ the light 

abeorbing material is considered as the actual sample of neglipble thickness from which 

the PA signal is generated. This sample can be considered as a thin sample with two 

different backings bt and b, in the same horizontal level. Assume that the top surface of 

the sample can be irradiated with a chopped beam of light and the light beam can scan 

the surface of the sample in a step by step fashion. The details of the experimental eet 

up will be discussed in the next chapter. The above sample configuration can be kept 

in photoacoustic cell and the PA amplitude 88 well 88 phase can be measured 88 the 

sample surface is scanned with the light beam in a one dimensional fashion changing the 

backing from b, to b l and bade to b,. In this configuration the absorber layer acts as 

the thermally thin phot.oacoustic sample with two thermally thick backing media. The 

backing medium is changed from the reference sample ~ to the experimental sample ~ 

and again to reference sample as the absorber layer is 8C&IlDed with the chopped beam 

of light. 

Since the sample is made in such a way that both refereBce I8lIlple and exper

imental sample are of thickness 18l'ger than the thermal diffusion leqt.h at the chopping 

frequency used, one can apply the one dimensional R-G theory to this configuration. 

Tbus one can derive an expression for amplitude ratio of PA signals from the two ~ 

pons of the sample with different backing media. Similarly it iI possible to derive an 

expression for the deference in phase of the PA signal from the two regions of the sam

ple. We show that by measuring either the amplitudes ratio or phue difference of the 

PA signals, thermal effusivity of the experimental backing sample can be determined. 

Since we take the ratio of amplitudes or difference of phases, no cell parameters and 

experimental conditions are involved in the analysis. 
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The necessary expressions are derived in the following IeCUon starting from 

the original Jt.G expression for the complex PA signal. 

5.3 Application of ~G theory to the present sample eonftpration 

Consider the sample geometry shown in Fig. 5.2, where a good light absorber 

such 88 carbon black coated over a backing medium encloeec:i in a cylindrical PA cell is 

exhibited. The backing material has thermal conductivity, kb, density, (Jb and specific 

heat Cb aDd the conesponding parameters for carbon black are ~, Pc and Cc respec

tively. These parameters for air medium in front of the absorber layer are k., P. and 

Ca respectively. For the three media, the thermal diffU8ivity is Q = kj pC, the ther

mal diffusion coefficient is a = JW/2a and thermal diffusion length is /-L = l/a with 

the corresponding subscripts for the three media as before. Here w is the modulation 

frequency (angular) of the light beam. Since this sample geometry and the PA cell 

configuration are very similar to that adopted by Roeencwaig and Gersho[13] to derive 

the complex envelope of the sinusoidal pressure variation generated in the PA cell, we 

can take equation (1.23) from Chapter 1 as the expression for the complex PA sigBal in 

the present situation without any 1081 of generality. Hence, the equation (1.23) can be 

rewritten 88 

{JJo"(Po (r - 1)(& + l)em. - (r + 1)(& - l)e-~ + 2(b - r)e--e 
Q z 2..j2TokJ.a.(f1J _ 0"2) [ (g+ l)(b + 1)eq le _ (g _ 1)(b _ l)e-Ql" ] (5.1) 

The parameters appearing in this equation have already been defined in chapter 1. 

The subscripts b, c and a refer to parameters for the backing medium, BAT'V'! '-'"lroon 

black) and air respectively. 4, le and 1. are the thicknesses of the backing sample, 

carbon black sample and air medium in front of the carbon black sample respectively. 

In the present case thickness of absorber layer is negligibly small. That is le < < I., le< < 

4 and /-Lt » lc. 
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As has been defined in ~G theory[I3] as well as in Chapter I, parameten b 

and g are defined as 

b= ~ab 
kcac 

and 

koa. (5.2) 0=-
kcac 

In our experiments we have used a very thin (1 - 10 IID1 thickness) layer of carbon 
--------------------------

black: as the sample, the medium in front of the sample is air and the backing samples 

&re different. The thermal parameters of the various media, taken and calculated from 

literature[I3,14] are tabulated in Table 5.1. In equations (5.2), if we substitute for a as 

'ft find that, at the same modulation frequency w, b and g give the thermal effusivity 

ratios of the corresponding media, or 

(Sa) 

and 

(5.3b) 

where e = (kpC)l/2 is the thermal effusivity of the corresponding media. 

Due to the fact that the thickness of our carbon black layer is very small, the 

phase lag caused by it to a thermal wave propagating across it, given by '" = ~, is very 

small. 
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Table 1.1 

Thermal parameters of various media involved in the experiments 

Thermal Thermal Thermal Thermal lea Thermal 
conductivity diffusi vi ty diffusion diffusion ( call sec °C) effustvity e 

k Q length at coefficient cal cm-2 K-1 S-I/2 

(call cm-sec 0C) (cm2/sec) 40 Hz J1. (cm) a (cm-I) 

5.7 x 10-5 0.19 3.9 x 10-2 25.64 1.46 x 10-1 1.31 X 10-4 

7.86 X 10-5 0.002 3.99 x 10-3 250.63 1.97 x 10·;' 1.76 X 10-2 

2.6 X 10-1 0.34 5.2 x 10-' 18.95 5 0.443 

9.16 x 10-1 1.12 9.4 x 10-2 10.59 9.7 0.87 

6 x 10-4 1.28 X 10-3 3.2 X 10-3 3.14 x 1()2 0.19 0.017 

3.57 x 10-1 0.37 5.4 x 10-2 18.37 6.6 0.585 
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At the same time it acts as the source of heat at the surface of the backing medium. 

So there is & direct thermal coupling between the backing medium and air and the 

effusivity ratio b given in equation(5.3A) can very well be written as 

(5.4A) 

Again, due to the fact that the thickness of the carbon black layer is very small 

compared to the wavelength of the thermal wave, the thermal wave doesn't actually see 

the carbon black layer; but at the same time thermal effusion is there from it to the 

backing medium as well as into air. Since kaa. is smaller than kcac. and both these 

are much smaller than k,a", the backing sample sees just one source of heat externally 

and it doesn't distinguish between the carbon black layer and air medium. Under this 

assumption, from the point of view of PA generation at the surface of the backing 

medium, we can write 9 as 

(5.4B) 

The purpose of redefining b and 9 as in equations (5.4) is to eliminate the thermal 

parameters of air from subsequent derivations. In the next chapter it can be seen that 

there is good agreement between calculated and experimental values which justifies this 

assumption. The relative change in thermal effusivity values between different backing 

samples is accounted for by defining the thermal wave reftection coefficients at the 

boundary between the c8l"bon black layer and the backing media later in this chapter. 

The other teI'll18 in equation (5.1) are defined as before in the following way 

r = (1 - i){i/2ac 

eT = (1 +i)ac 
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(5.S) 

l~ = l/P is the optical absorption length, where P is the absorption coefficient. 

For optically thick solids, such as carbon black, P is very high and l~ is very 

small. Therefore, l~ < le. Since carbon black sample is thermally thin, le < < p. and 

l~ < < p., where #J is the thermal diffusion length of the abeorber layer defined by 

JJ = ke/ PeCe. Therefore we can very wellasSUDle that efJ. -+ 0, and e:i:crIc = e:i:(l+.)a.l. -+ 

1. Since P is very high and le very small, (le is small. Under these realistic assumptions, 

equation (5.1) can be simplified to 

{Jlo"YPo (r - l)(b + 1) - (r + l)(b - 1) 
Q = 2\l"'2Toke1caa.(,tP - 0-2) {(g + l)(b + 1) - (g - l)(b - 1)] 

which can be rewritten as 

where 

Y(r - b) 
Q = ({P - (]'2)(9 + b) 

y = Plo"YPo 
2v'2T.kJ.a. 

Substituting for r and tT from (5.5) in equation (5.6) we get 

(1 - i)p- b 
Q = Y(IP - i2a~)(g + b) 

where p = p/2ac.Therefore 

_ [p- b-ip) 
Q - Y~(g + b) - i2a~(g + b) 

Put 

p-b=% 

(f(g+ b) = y 

2a!(g+ b) = z 
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(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 



then we get 

Q =Y [x-~P1 
y-u 

This can be rewritten as 

Q=Y [(X-;)(Y;iZ)l, 
+z 

or, 

q = Y [(X1I+PZ) + i(zz - py)] 
(V + Z2) (y2 + Z2) 

Put 

H= xy+pz 
V+z2 

and 
%%-P'Y 

J= 
1I+z2 

Then 

Q = l1H +i.J] 

Therefore the amplitude and phase of the PA signal are given by 

&.38 Amplitude or PA signal 

Substituting for H &Dd .1 in equation (5.14), we get 

A = Y [(X1I+ P'Y)2 + (%% - P'Y)2Jl/2 
V+z2 7I+z2 

= Y [x2lf + p'z1 + x2z1 + rv 11/2 
!f+z'+2vr 

Substituting for x, y and z, one gets 
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(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 



p'J ZJ = 4a!p'J tI + 4a~'Jb'J + 8a!p' gb (5.18) 

ilz2 = 4a!p'g'l + 4a!p'''' + 8a!p2gb + 4a~1}!I + 4a~b" 

+8a~gb' - 8a~!lpb - 8a~s - 16a~~ (5.19) 

~'II = p2{l'!I + p'{l'IJ + 2p'{l'gb (5.20) 

Adding equations (5.17), (5.18), (5.19) and (5.20), "'" get the numerator of (5.16) as 

%'y1 + p'Jr + ilr + p'Jy1 = 2{l'p'Jg'l + 2{l'p'J'" + 4{l'p2gb + {l'rlb2 + {l'b" 

+2{1gb3 - 2{1pbg'J - 2{I'pb3 - 4{I'gpb' + Sa"cP'g' 

+&!P'JI} + 164~2gb + 4a~b2y'l + 4a~b" 

+8a!gbs - &~rlpb - 8a~ - 16a~gpb' (5.21) 

Similarly the denominator of the equation(5.16) works out to be 

+64a:gSb + 64a!gbs + 16a:b' + &~P'g' + 16a!P'g'b' 

+32a~P'g3b + 8a~{I'b' + 32a~{I'gb3 + :rJ.a~{I'tlb' (5.22) 

For a good absorber layer, such 88 carbon black, fJ is very high. So all the powers of /3 

are assumed to tend to infinity. Since p = /3 /2ac, all powers of p are alJo 8S8umed to tend 

to infinity. Under these conditions, equations (5.21) and (5.22) further get simplified 

into 
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Therefore the ratio between equations (5.21) and (5.22) turn out to be 

tJ2(g + b)2 
(5.25) 

4a:[(g2 + b2)2 + 4gb[(g + 6)2 - gb]] 

Hence the magnitude of the PA signal amplitude, given by eqn. (5.14) works out to be 

where 

_ [ tJ2(g + b)2 ]1/2 
A - Y 4a~[(g2 + b2)2 + 4gb[(g + &)2 - gb]] 

_ 1c,,(W/2cr.t)I/2 
- 1c.(w/2Ot.)l/2 

v'liAC" 
- v'/CGP.C. 

~ =-

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

is the ratio between thermal effusivities of the backing medium and air. Similarly 

(5.28) 

is the ratio between the thermal effusivities of carbon black and air. 

Subetitutinr; for & and g, axpreBBed in terms of thermal effusivities given by 

(5.27) and (5.28), we can express the PA amplitude given by (5.26) aB 

A _ Y ( e~(ee + f!b)2 P/2 
- 4a~{(e~ + e,,')2 + 4ece,,{(ee + e,,)2 - ece,,]) 

(5.29) 

Since the sample consists of two different backing materials with different 

thermal effusivities e"l and f!&2, the amplitudes of PA signals from the two regions of the 

sample can be expressed by 

and 
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Therefore, the ratio of the amplitudes from the two regions of the sample with the two 

different badcings works out to be 

Al = [ell (ec + etl)2[(e~ + ~)2 + 4eA2[(ec + e.,)2 - ecet211pf2 (5.32) 
A, e,(ec + e",)2[(e~ + ell)' + 4ece61[(ec + ehl)' - ece61]] 

5.3b Phase of the PA signal 

Starting with equation (5.15) one can deduce the expreesion for the phase of 

PA signal generated. in the cell, which can be rewritten 88 

• = Tan- l ['" - b)(g + b)] 
g(p+ b) 

Since p is much larpr than b, '" - b) ~ (p + b). Therefore 

which when expressed in terms of thermal effusivities worb out to be 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

From this equation the phase of the PA signals from the two regions with difrt'!rent 

backing samples with effusivities et} and en C8II. be written 88 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

Therefore, the difference in phase between the signale from the two re&iolll of the sample 

is given by 
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'7" -I[ e&I] '7" -1[1 efO] .1 - ~2 = .I. an 1 + - -.I. an + -
ec ec 

(5.37) 

5.3c Special cases 

Equations (5.32) and (5.37) give the expressions for amplitude ratio and phase 

difference of PA signals generated from the two regions of the sample configuration 

shown in Fig. 5.1 88 it is scanned with a chopped beam of light in a photoacoustics 

experiment. The expression for phase difference is comparatively simpler than the 

corresponding expression for amplitude ratio. But the values of ~1 and ~2 cannot be 

separated and treated independently in an experiment because one doesn't know the 

initial phase of PA signal in an experiment. 

Rather complicated expres.ions for PA amplitude ratio can be simplified con

siderably by taking the thermal wave reflection coefficient, R = 8~:~~~ at the interface 

of the absorber layer and backing of the sample into account. Thel"mal wave reflection 

coefficient R determines the influence the of absorber layer in the PA signals generated 

from a sample of multilayer configuration[15,16]. 

H RI and R2 are the thermal wave reflection coefficients at the abeorber -

badcing boundaries defined by 

one can consider three special cases depending upon whether both RI and R2 are neg

ative or both are positive or one of them positive and the other negative. 
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Case I : RI and R, both are negative, (ee« etl ; ee« en) 

This means that the thermal effusivity of the absorber layer is much smaller 

than the thermal effusivities of the two backing samples. Therefore, we can rewrite 

equation(S.32) 88 

Al _ (:l[~ + 4eee6,[el, - eA2)]P12 
A, - et,[etl + 4eAI[e~l - eee6I]] 

which further gets simplified to 

Al = [e&I[e", + 4ec(1- ee/e",)]pf2 
A, eeo[~1 + 4ec(1 - ee/etl)] 

(S.38) 

This is the situation when the two backing media have high thermal conductivity such 

88 metallic samples. 

In this case thermal effusivity of the absorber layer and that of both backing 

samples are comparable. Therefore the equation (5.32) as such has to be used. For 

convenience we have rewritten the equation 88 follows. 

(S.39) 

where 

1', = (ee + e",)', 

and 
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Case III 2 One reflection coefftclent negative and other positive 

In this case either RI is negative and is R, positive or vice Yel'88. Therefore 

this case can be further separated 88 follows. 

Here thermal effusivity of the absorber layer is much lea than that of the 

backing sample bit but comparable to the effusivity of the other backing sample ~. 

Therefore, equation(5.32) gets modified 88 

or, 

Al _ [e:l[(e~ +~)' + 4eee",[(ee + e",)2 - eee&2])pf2 
A, - 4(ec + ~yl[e:l + 4eee&I[ell - ece.1J] 

Al = [(e,,1 )[1'n2/ P, + 4ec(1- ec~/ P')W/2 
A, ~ e&l + 4ec(1 - ec/~1) 

where rn, and P, are as defined in cue II above. 

Case IIIb s RI posiUye and R, negative, (ec ~ e&I ; ec «en 

(5.40) 

In this case thermal effusivity of the absober la,er is comparable to the thermal 

effusivity of the backing eample b l , but much less than that of the backing sample b,. 

Then equation (5.32) can be rewritten as 

Al _ el1(ee + e&l)'[e:, + 4ec42(~ - ece",)} 1/2 
A, - [e:2[(e~ + ell)' + 4ec~l[(ec + etl)' - ece&lll] 

or, 

Al = [("1)( 42 + 4ec(l - eJe",) ]]1/2 
A, e", ml/ PI + 4ee(1 - ece"l/ PI) 

(5.41) 

where mt and PI are defined as in case 11 above. 

The amplitude ratio or the ~~ PA oigD&ls from the sample 

configuration can be measured by scanning 88.Dlple surface in a one dimensional 

fashion with a light beam chopped at a constant &equency. The chopping frequency of 
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the light beam should be so chosen that the absorber layer of the sample is thermally 

very thin at that frequency. The physical thickness of the a.bsorber la.yer is very critical 

in this method. The thickness of the layer mU8t be uniform and sh~d be very light. 

Measuring the amplitude ratio or phaee difference and knowing the effusivities of one 

backing (reference) and those of the absorbing layer, one can determine the effusivity of 

the other (experimental) backing sample. The technique then will have the advantage 

that it is independent of cell parameters &Dd experimenta.i conditions. Moreover, it 

does not involve any cumbel'8Ome frequency analysis of the PA signal. Application of 

the method to real experiments is described in detail in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THERMAL CHARACTERISATION OF SOLIDS BY A PA SCANNING 

TECH~QUE:EXPE~ENT 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter of the thesis is devoted to discuss the experimental details and 

results of applying the PA scanning technique to determine the thermal effusivity of 

specific solids. In order to test the correctness of the technique 'We have attempted. 

this method on different sample pairs whose thermal parameters are known. Since this 

method is different from the existing PA techniques for the determination of thermal 

parameters, its feasibility has to be studied. This is the reason why samples of known 

thermal parameters are selected. for these experiments. Experimental results are in 

good agreement with the values of the thermal parameters of the samplee used in the 

experiments and are in good agreement with the theoretical formulae derived in Chapter 

5. The present experiments on PA scanning technique have been performed on sample 

configurations made as outlined. in the theoretical formation and the sample surface 

coated with a very thin layer of lamp black. This sample is scanned In one dimension in 

a step by step fashion by meam of a chopped. beam of li,ht by keeping it in the PA cell 

of the PA scanning system. The details of sample preparation, experimental method, 

results and a discussion of the results are given in the fonowing sections. 

6.2 Sample preparation 

For measuring the thermal effuslvity of a sample by the PA IC8IlIling technique 

a reference sample is required. The experimental sample and the reference sample should 
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be attached. together as a single sample configuration which has been already diacussed 

in the previous chapter (see Fig. 5.1). This sample configuration consists of a reference 

sample in which the experimental sample is inserted by drilling a pit in the reference 

sample. A very thin layer of good light absorbing material such 88 lamp black is coated 

over the surface of the entire sample combination after making the surface very flat and 

uniform. This method has been applied in different sample pairs made with materials 

of different thermal conductivity such as copper, stainless steel, brass, silicon, nylon, 

te60n etc. 

Two discs of diameter ~ 2cm &Dd thickness ::::: 2mm are made of the material 

used 88 the reference sample in the experiment. One disc is bored at the center with 

nearly 4mm diameter. This bored disc is mounted symmetrically on the other disc by 

means of very fine layer of glue like araldite. The experimental sample is made in the 

form of a cylindrical piece of diameter 4mm and length 2mm. This piece of experimental 

sample is inserted tightly in the bore of the reference sample disc. The top surface of this 

sample combination is band lapped and made perfectly flat so that it has a single uniform 

surface. The experimental and reference samples can be interchanged by preparing the 

experimental sample in the form of the outer disc and reference sample in the fonn of 

the central piece. The thickD.ees of the experimental and reference samples should be 

more than the thermal diffusion length of the thermal wave which is generated as the 

sample configuration is subjected to photoaroustic scanning process. This means that 

the sample combinations as such should be thermally thick for the chopping frequency 

selected for' modulating the intensity of incident light beam. 

The polished surface of the sample combination is coated with a very thin 

layer of lamp black. Actually this thin layer of lamp black acts as the light absorbing 

sample and generates PA signals. In order that the thermal properties of the backing 
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materials, ie. the reference sample and experimental sample, be reflected in PA silnals, 

the thickness of lamp black coating is made very small. This means that the absorber 

layer is thermally very thin. Therefore, absorber layer coating should be made on the 

sample combination with extreme care and should not exceed few microns. A cross 

sectional view the of sample configuration along with its dimensions is shown in Fig. 

6.1. 

6.3 Experimental method 

The sample thus prepared as above is fixed conveniently in the PA cell and 

subjected to PA scanning by using the PA imagint; setup. Details of the PA imaging 

setup have already been discussed in Chapter 2 of the thesis. In order to measure 

the PA amplitude and phase 8imultaneously, the single phase lock - in amplifier in the 

PA imaging setup (Fig.2.2) is replaced by a dual phase lock - in amplifier (Stanford 

R.eseal-ch System, Model SR 830). Auto phase setting arrangement in this lock - in 

amplifier helps one to read the PA phase as well 8i amplitude directly from the two 

digital display panels provided for phase and amplitude on this instrument. 

The PA scanning setup is programmed to move horizontally in a step by step 

fashion. Each step can provide a lateral shift of O.25mm. All the samples used in this 

experiment are scanned in a similar manner along the diameter of the sample from 

one end to the other in about 40 steps. As the light beam scans the absorber surface 

changing the backing from one to the other (reference sample to experimental sample 

or vice versa), the PA signal amplitude and phase from each point are recorded after 

ensuring that the readings are stabilized. The software which control the PA scanning 

unit has been provided with the required time period between consecutive steps for 

stabilizing the readings on the lock - in amplifier. 
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Fig. 6.1 z The sample conftguration used in the prellent experiments. 
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A 10 mw He - Ne laser of wave length 632.8 nm is used as the source of' 

radiation. The laser beam is chopped at a frequency of 40Hz using the optical chopper 

as has already been described in Chapter 2. 40 Hz is selected as the chopping frequency 

because the PA cell has the best response at this frequency. It is made sure that the 

absorber layer on the sample surface is thermally very thin at this frequency. Since 

chopping frequency is low, frequency of the acoustic signal produced in the PA cell al80 

is small. Thus the wave length of the PA signal will be large. The change in distance 

between the point source of the PA signal and detector 88 the light beam scans the 

sample surface, which is a few mms, is very .mall compared to the wavelength of the 

photoacoustic signal at this frequency. So the corresponding phase change introduced 

due to shift in the point source of the PA signal can very well be neglected. 

The experimental arrangement has been tested sewral times using a sample 

configuration in which the reference and experimental samples are made of the same 

material. In this case the system just sense the boundaries without causing any change 

in the PA signal amplitude or phase as the backing is changed from the reference to the 

experimental sample. 

6.4 Results 

The PA amplitude and phase obtained from each sample pair as it is scanned 

along a line in step by step fashion are recorded and plotted. Samples which are sui>

jected to this experiment includes copper, brass, stainless steel, silicon, nylon and tetlon. 

Figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 depict the variation of the amplitude and 

phase of the PA signals as a function of scanning distance in one dimension for differ

ent sample configurations. All the graphs show sharp changes in amplitude and phase 

at two specific points as the distance is varied. These correspond to the boundaries 

bet-ween reference and experimental samples. As the surface of the absorbing layer of 
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the sample is scanned from one end to other end, the backing sample changes from the 

reference sample to the experimental sample and then to the reference sample again. 

Therefore the middle regions of the all the plots presented in the amplitude and phase 

of PA signals &re from the experimental sample whereas the side regions of the graphs 

are from the reference sample. The direction in which the PA amplitude or phase 

change in the experimental sample relative to the reference sample clearly indicates 

whether the experimental sample has a higher or lower thermal eifusivity compared to 

the reference sample. Obviously, there is DO variation in amplitude or phase, except for 

variations at the boundaries, when the same material is used in places of the reference 

and experimental samples, leading to a value zero for the phase difference and unity for 

the amplitude ratio. 

The PA amplitude ratio and phase difference have been determined for each 

sample pairs, from the experimental data. By grouping the sample pairs into three 

categories which ha been discussed in the previous chapter on theory, we have calculated. 

their amplitude ratio and phase difference using equations (5.38), (5.39), (5.40), (5.41) 

and (5.37) of the previous chapter. For the theoretical calculations, the required thermal 

parameters of each sample are taken from standard hand books. The experimentally 

determined and theoretically evaluated amplitude ratio as well as phase difference of 

different sample configurations are tabulated in Table 6.1. The thermal effusivity of 

carbon layer used 88 the absorber is estimated by measuring the amplitude ratio and 

phase difference in one experiment in which both the backings used have known thermal 

eft'usivities. It is found to be ne&l'ly O.02cal cm-2 K-l sec.-1/ 2• 

Using the amplitude ratio and phase difference values obtained from the exper

iment, we have also determined the effusivities of all the experimelltal samples. These 

eft'Ulivity values of all the samples are tabulated in Table 6.2. For comparison, the 
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Table 6.1 

Measured. and calculated values of phase difference and amplitude ratios for di.lrerent 

IIDlple configurations discussed in the text. 

I Sample Thermal Phase difference Amplitude ratio 
I configuration wave reflection (degrees) 

lE -Exp. sample coefficient Measured Calculated Measured Calculated. 
. R - Ref. sample 

I 

lE- Br888, etl = 0.443 RI = - 0.91 1.2 ± 0.06 1.2 0.94 ± 0.05 0.97 
; R - Copper, eag = 0.87 R, = -0.96 
, 
11 
·1 RI = -0.93 0.60 ± 0.03 0.62 0.98 ±O.05 0.98 !iE- SS, et1 = 0.585 
ilR- Copper, eb'J = 0.87 R, = -0.96 

lE- Silicon, e"l = 0.37 RI = -0.91 1.32 ± 0.07 1.4 0.93 ± 0.05 0.95 
R - Copper, eb'J = 0.87 R, = -0.96 

I' .1 

!iE- Brass, etl = 0.443 RI = -0.91 0.70 ±o.04 0.62 0.95 ±o.05 0.98 
!ift.. SS, et, = 0.585 Rt = -0.93 
I 
1 

I 

I:E- Silicon, et] = 0.37 Rt = -0.91 0.75 ±O.04 0.62 0.95 ± 0.05 0.96 
:!R. SS, eb' = 0.585 R, = -0.93 
,i 

~ 1 

R, = -0.96 26 ±1.3 27.5 2.20 ± 0.11 2.1 IiE- Copper, 41 = 0.87 
i R- Nylon, eh' = 0.017 R, = +0.08 
I, 
, 

:E -Tefton, e61 = 0.018 RI = +0.05 25.6 ± 1.2 26.3 0.49 ± 0.02 0.48 
!,R. Copper, eIQ = 0.87 ~ = -0.96 
i 
'i' 

liE. Tefton, ehl = 0.018 RI = +0.05 0.60 ± 0.03 0.64 1.03 ± 0.05 1.02 
1ft.. Nylon, et, = 0.017 R, = +0.08 
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Table 6.2 

Thermal effusivities of experimental samples measured by PA amplitude ratio and phase 

difference methods. 

Experimental Measured thermal effusivity Calculated 
samples cal cm-3 K-1 Sec-l/3 thermal effusivlty 

Amplitude ratio Phase difference e = v'fiPC 
method method cal cm-3 K-1 Sec-1/3 

Brass 0.40 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.02 0.443 

SS 0.525 ± 0.026 0.569 ±O.03 0.585 

Silicon 0.38 ± 0.019 0.35 ±O.02 0.37 

Thfton 0.018 ± 0.001 0.018 ±O.OOl 0.018 
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rusivity of each sample determined using the data available in hand books are also 

Ihu1ated in the same table. In all the examplee of ~~:jsted in Table 6.2, 

lent is good agreement between the theoretical and experimental values . 

. IS Discussion and conclusion 

Through this work we have demonstrated a rather simple and direct method 

.r determining the thermal effusivity of solids using photoacoustic technique. In this 

A scanning method, me8lUrements are made relative to a reference sample. Therefore 

Ilis technique is free of PA cell calibration and other experimental parameters. The only 

Ilquirement is that the thermal parameters of the reference sample should be known 

ccurately. Experimentally it is found that, giving a uniform coating over the surface of 

Ge sample configuration is not difficult. Of course, one must ensure that the samples 

re made to have the top surfaces fiat and have the same level. In a routine experiment, 

,ne can have a standard reference sample and the experimental sample can be inserted 

il to an appropriate cavity made in the reference sample. 

In some of the plots, PA amplitude and phase increases or decreases atxuptly 

,t the boundaries between the two samples. But the regions corresponding to reference 

nd experimental samples are quite clear and explicit. The sharp peaks in PA amplitude 

nd phase at the boundaries in certain cases may be due to the nonaligment of the 

lOundaries of the reference and experimental samples. In the cue of samples having 

.erfect alignment at the boundary between experimental and reference samples, one 

~ts a uniform change of PA amplitude and phase as the backing sample changes from 

he reference to the experimental sample and again to the reference sample. 

Analysis of the results presented in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 show that we have 

~ood agreement bet'W'een measured and calculated values for all the three lrouPS of 
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I&IDple pairs having thermal wave reflection coefficient, RI and ~, bavilll the same or 

>pposite signs. Both methods, phase difference and amplitude ratio measUl'ements are 

found to work well and found to give results which do agree with each other. But phase 

:lifference is comparatively small and amplitude ratio is around unity when the thermal 

wave reflection coefficients of the two samples RI and R, are either positive or negative. 

On the other hand, when RI and R, of the two samples have opposite signs they give rise 

t.o large difference in phase and a value away from unity for amplitude ratio. Therefore, 

!tolthough the PA scanning method works well in all8&lllple combinations irrespective of 

their thermal effusivities, it is convenient to take measurements if sample configuration 

is made by selecting materials with opposite signs for thermal wave reflection coefficient 

values. 

The errors in the measured values c&n. be attributed mainly to the experimen

tal uncertainties in the measurements. ~l. admitting an eltimated 5 % error generally_ 

in all the cases, we have evaluated the possible variations in the measured values and 

recorded them in the two tables. These experimental results also prove that the ap

proximations and assumptions made in the original R - G theory for this new scanning 

technique are physically realistic and correct. 

Since these measurements do not involve any variations in frequency, sample 

thickness or backing material as in conventional PA experiments, the technique is quite 

straight forw&l'd and fast. This method could be developed in to a standard experimental 

technique with which thermal conduction analysis of unknown samples could be done 

in 8 routine way. 
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CHAPTER 7 

A ONE DIMENSIONAL PHOTOACOUSTIC SCANNING TECHNIQUE 

TO MEASURE THERMAL EFFUSIVITY OF THIN FILMS 

7.1 Introduction 

The photoacoustic (PA) technique now finds a wide range of applications in spec

troscopy, chemistry, material science, medicine etc. It is extensively used to investigate 

optical and thermal properties of solid samples[l]. This aspect has been discussed at 

length in Chapter 1. Its acceptability as an analytical tool is due to the fact that the 

technique is very sensitive and it works well in 8&lDples in which the conventional spec

troscopic techniques often fail. Since photoacoustic effect in solids involves an energy 

conversion process in which the incident light is first converted into thermal waves and 

then into acoustic waves, the measured photoaroustic amplitude and phase are complex 

functions of the physical properties IUch as absorption coefficient, thermal conductivity 

and heat capacity of the sample. Moreover, the PA amplitude and phase do depend 

on the photoacoustic cell parameters 81!1 well and extraction of desired information from 

the measured quantities are not so straight forward. One has to adapt special exper~ 

mental techniques to ilOlate optical absorption coefficient, t.hermal conductivity or heat 

capacity of solid 8&lDples. 

In PA experiments to determine thermal conductivity of solid samples, one usu

ally measures either the thermal diffusivity or thermal effusivity from which one can 

evaluate thermal conductivity knowing the density and heat C8.p8City of the sample. 

The PA technique for measuring thermal diffusivty, defined as Q = lel pC where k is 

the thermal conductivity, p is the density and C is the heat capacity of the sample, or 

thermal effusivity, defined as e = J(IepC), is essentially a periodic heat Bow technique. 
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~he measurement usually involves a chopping frequency analysis of the PA amplitude 

If phase and determination of the critical frequency, /0, at which the sample goes from 

, thermally thick to a thermally thin regime[2,3,4,5j. For a thermally thick sample, 

,a, > > 1 where " is the sample thickness and a. = (W/2Ot.)l/2 is the thermal diffusion 

:oefficient where w is the angular frequency of light modulation. For such a sample, 

he PA phaee ceases to vary beyond the critical frequency corresponding to I.a, = 1 so 

,hat Q = I.r,. By measuring the frequency dependence of the PA amplitude, one can 

letermine 10 as the frequency at which the variation deviates from the w-1 dependence 

>redicted by the Rosencwaig - Gersho (R-G) theory[6] for a thermally thick S&lllple. 

The characteristic frequency /e is determined by measuring the variations of PA 

lignal amplitude with choPpilll frequency. For this first of all the amplitude of the 

PA signal for a thermally thick sample (reference sample) is measured as a function of 

~he chopping frequency. This sample should be thermally thick in the entire chopping 

frequency range used in the measurement. Repeat the same measurement after thinning 

clown the sample (experimental sample) into an appropriate thickness which comes 

within the range of thermal diffusion length of the thermal waves generated during 

~he frequency analysis. One can observe a distinct deviation of slope of the chopping 

frequency versUB PA amplitude graph from the experimental sample after a particular 

mopping frequency whereas the graph from the reference sample shows a constant slope 

throughout the entire range of chopping frequency. The choppina frequency at which 

the slope of the graph deviate is assumed as the ch8l"8Cten.tic frequency of the sample. 

Swimm{3} has also adapted a similar method for determining the thermal prop

erties of thin film samples. But this technique is dependent mainly on the chopping 

frequency veI'8US PA phase measurement from a reference sample (thermally thick, 0p

tically dense bulk sample) aad that from an optically dense thin film sample on a 
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thermally thick substrate. The calibration phase data are subtracted from the thin 

film phase data. To the extent that frequency-independent phase shift and systematic 

phase variation present in both measurements cancel, the resultant phase difference 

characterizes the thin-film/subetrate system alone. 

A few other techniques have also been developed to determine thermal diffusivity 

and effusivity of solid samples. One of them involves measurement of the variation in PA 

amplitude and phase with distance between the point where the heat is generated and 

the point at which the thermal oscillations are detected.[7]. Another technique involves 

measurement of the variation in PA phase with frequency for different sample thick

nesses. By adopting R - G theory to specific experimental conditions and analysing the 

generated PA signal amplitude and phase, different workers have determined thermal 

parameters of different solid samples[9,10). Still another technique to measure ther

mal diffusivity of a solid sample employing PA technique involves determination of the 

amplitude ratio or phase lag of the PA signal between the front and rear surface illu

minations at a single chopping frequency[11 ,12]. This technique has the advantage that 

the measurement is independent of sample thickness and chopping frequency. Here the 

authors measured the PA lignal phase by illuminating front and rear surfaces of the 

sample with the same chopped beam of light. For this Peesoa e.t al.[11) have UBed two 

beams of light derived from the same source to illuminate the front and rear surfaces 

of the sample simultaneously, whereas Thomas e.t al.[12] have adopted the technique 

of illuminating the front surface first and then rotating the PA cell by lSOO about the 

vertical &Xis to illuminate the rear surface of the sample with the same light beam. 

In the last two chapters we have described a pootoacoustic scanning technique 

that has been developed to determine thermal effusivity of solid samples in which the 

ch()pped light beam is scanned 8ClOSI a sample configuration in which the experimental 
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S&Dlple is attached to a reference sample whose thermal pal'8Dleters are known. The 

8&Dlples act as thermally thick backing media for a light absorbing thermally thin film 

which is coated uniformly above the surface of the two samples. Measurement of the 

PA amplitude ratio or phase difference as the light beam croeses the boundary enables 

one to evaluate the thermal effusivity of the experimental sample. This technique has 

the advantage that the measurement is independent of PA cell parameters and other 

experimental conditions. The principle and theory of tbis technique has already been 

outlined. in Chapter 5 and the experimental details are described in Chapter 6 of this 

thesis. 

All the technique8 outlined above measure thermal diffusivity or effusivity of solid 

samples in the bulk form. To the best of our knowledge, no experimental technique exists 

which enables one to measure thermal effusivity or diffusivity of samples in the thin film 

form without involving complex frequency analysis of the generated PA signal. In thil 

chapter we report an extension of the PA scanning technique described in Chapter 6 

to determine thermal effusivity of thin film samples. The technique hu been applied 

to a specific set of thin film samples as well as to a sample whose thermal parameters 

are already known. The variation of thermal effusivity with film thickness has been 

measured to determine the range of thickness over which the technique can be applied. 

The principle of the technique, experimental method, results obtained and a discussion 

of the results are outlined in the following sections. 

7.2 Principle of the method 

Consider the sample configuration shown in Fig 7.1, similar to the one outlined 

in Chapter 5, in which two solid backing samples (substrates) A and B are kept in close 

contact 80 as to have a sharp boundary between them. The top of the two samples are 

flat and are at the same level. Assume that the thermal parameters, such as thermal 
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Chopped light beam 
I 

···················· .. Scan 

___ ... ~ .. ~--I ... Absorbing film 

.~~~ Substrate B 

I-----------t~ Substrate A 

Fig 7.1 : Sample configuration 
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conductivity and heat capacity of these substrate samples are known. This sample 

combination acts as the 8ubetrate for the thin light absorbing film coated over it. The 

top surface of the film layer can be scanned with a chopped beam of light in a step 

by step fashion so that the backing for the film changes smoothly from substrate A to 

substrate B. The chopping frequency and 8ubstrate thickness are 80 chosen that the 

film is thermally very thin and the substrate is thermally thick. It is known from R-G 

theory that for such a sample configuration, the PA signal do depend on the thermal 

propertiee of the backing medium [1]. 

One can apply the Rosencwaig- Gersho on~ dimensional theory for the produc

tion of photoacoustic signal to the sample configuration shown in Fig. 7.1 88 has already 

been outlined in Chapter 5. For an optically opaque and thermally thin sample with a 

single backin& medium, R- G theory shows that the complex envelope of the PA signal 

is given by 

(7.1) 

where A and ~ are the amplitude and phase of the generated. PA signal. This expression 

can be written more explicitly as 

(r - 1)(b + l)eat. - (r + 1)(b - 1)e-.,,· + 2(b - r)e-~' (7.2) 
P = Q[ CD + l)(b + 1)e'" - (g - l)(b - l)e-oi. ] 

where 

(7.3) 

Here (J is the optical absorption coefficient of the sample, 10 is the intensity of the 

incident light, 'Y is the ratio of specific heats, Po is the ambient pressure, To is the 

ambient temperature, #C" l" a, are the thermal conductivity, thickness and thermal 
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diffusion coefficient of the sample and 

The terms b, g, and r are given by 

eT = (1 + i)a. 

(1 - i){3 
r = -'-:---'--

2a. 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

Here le is the thermal conductivity and a = [w/2aj1/2 is the thermal diffusion coefficient 

with the subscripts b, a and a referring to the backing sample, the alr medium in front 

of the lample and the absorber film sample respectively. w is the angular frequency of 

light modulation, Q is the thermal diffusivity and e = ~ is the thermal effusivity of 

the corresponding media. 

In our experiments we limit the thickness of the absorber film to the very thin 

regime « 10 I-' m thick) and the modulation frequency used is small (~ 40 Hz ). 

Correspondingly, the phase lag caused by the sample to the generated thermal wave, 

given by •• = 1./1-'. where p.. = 1/a. is the thermal diffusion length, is very small. At 

the same time it acts as the source of heat at the surface of the backing medium. So 

there is a direct thermal coupling between the backing medium and the &ir medium in 

front of the sample. Under this condition, the effusivity ratio b given in equation (7.5) 

can very well be written as 

(7.6) 

Since we have chosen metallic substrates with good thermal conductivity and 

restrict our experiments to low conductivity film samples, one can see t.hat k.all < It,a, 

< < 1!:&a6. This can very well be verified by substituting the values of k and a available 
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for the different media involved. The above fact tells that the backing medium sees just 

one source of heat in front of it and it does not distinguish between the absorber la.ver 

and the air medium. So from the point of view of PA signal generation at the surface 

of the backing medium, one can rewrite the ratio 9 in equation (7.5) 88 

(7.7) 

The expressions for b and 9 have been rewritten 88 in equations (7.6) and (7.7) to 

eliminate the thermal parameters of air from the subeequent derivations. The relative 

change in thermal effusivity values between different backing samples is accounted for 

in terms of the thermal wave reflection coefficients at the boundary between the film 

layer and the backing media 88 outlined below. 

For an optically thick sample, fj is very high and the optical absorption length I" = 

1/ (3 is very small. Moreover, since the film is thermally very thin, I. < < 1-'.. Therefore 

we can very '\\'ell assume that e-fJ• - 0 and we limit to zero order approximation so 

that eul• - 1. Substituting these in equation (7.2) and simplifying it algebraically, one 

gets the following expression for the square of the PA signal amplitude. 

(7.8) 

The algebraic steps involved in arriving at this equation are already given in Chapter 

5. Naturally, for higher sample thicknesses one should include higher order terms in 

the expansion of eul •• If the first order term is included, eul• - 1+0'1. in which case the 

PA amplitude given by the above equation gets modified and will have dependence on 

thickness. 

Substituting for b and 9 from (7.6) and (7.7) in this equation, we CM rewrite 

this expression in terms of the thermal effusivities of the film and the backing media. 
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If subscripts A and B refer to the two backing media, the amplitude of the PA signal 

from the film with backing medium A 'WOrks out to be 

(7.9) 

A similar expression holds good for the signal amplitude from the film with backing 

medium B. In one- dimensional PA scanning method, as one changes the backin& from 

sample A to sample B, the ratio bet'Wleen the amplitudes, after algebraic simplification, 

works out to be 

AA = (~(e. + eA)'[(e: + et)' + 4e.eB[(e. + eB)' - e.eB])p/2 
AB eMe. + eBY'[(e~ + el)' + 4e.eA[(e. + eA)' - e.eA]J 

(7.10) 

where e., eA and eB are the thermal eft'usivities of the absorber film. sample A and 

sample B respectively. Under the same assumptioDJI, as the backing sample is changed 

from A to B, the phase difference between the generated PA signals works out to be 

(7.11) 

The intermediate steps involved in arriving at equatioDJI (7.10) and (7.11) are already 

outlined in Chapter 5. These equations are rederived here for completeness of this 

chapter. If one uses two metallic samples for A and B, then the thermal wave reflection 

coefficients at the absorber - substrate boundaries defined by 

RA = (1- eA/e.) 
(1 + eA/e.) 

RB = (1 - eB/e.) 
(1 +eB/e.) 

(7.12) 

would be negative for all nonconducting filma because for these e. < < eA or eB. In such 

a situation, equation (7.10) simplifies to 

AA = [eA[eB + 4e.(1 - e./eB)p/2 
AB eB[eA + 4e.(1- e./eA) 

(7.13) 
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Squaring both sides of (7.13) and crossmultifiying, we get 

(AA)2eo[eA + 4e.(I- e./eA)] = eA [eo + 4e.(I- e./eo)] 
Ao 

For further algebraic simplifications, we can write a quadratic equation in terms of 

thermal effusivity of the absorber film e. as given below. 

Therefore, one can evaluate the thermal effusivity of the absorber film in the following 

way 

Retaining the amplitude ratio term intact like this, enables one to eliminate PA cell as 

well 88 the experimental parameters. Knowing eA and eo and measuring the amplitude 

ratio, one can evaluate e.. When either RA or Ro or both are positive, equations 

(7.13) and (7.14) take different forms. These cases are not discussed. further here, 88 for 

nonconducting films RA &Dd Ro would be negative when samples A and B are metallic. 

We have limited our investigations to light absorbing low thermal conductivity films in 

this work. 

The values of the PA phases • A and ~ D appearing in equation (7.11) cannot 

be separated and treated independently because one doesn't know the absolute phases 

from the two regions of the sample in the experiment. Equation (7.11) can be rewritten 

to evaluate e. using standard trigonometric formulae. 

-1 eA -1 eo tan(.A - .0) = tan[tan (1 + -) - tan (1 + -)] 
e. e. 
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ie 

After algebraic simplification one gets 

2 (eA - eD) 
2e, - [ (It It) - (eA + eD)]e, + eAeD = 0 tan A - D 

Therefore the thermal effi.wivity, e, of the thin film absorber is given by 

X ± (X2 - 8eAeD)1/2 
e, = 4: 

where 
(eA - eo) 

X = tan(.A _ .D) - (eA + eD) 

(7.15) 

Knowing eA and eD and measuring (itA - ItD) 88 the absorber film is scanned across the 

backing boundary, one can determine e,. 

7. 3 Experimental method 

The small volume PA cell and the microprocessor controlled scanning unit already 

described in Chapter 2 has been used for measurements. In most of our experiments, 

one step corresponds to a distance of 0.25 mm and the delay between steps is a few 

minutes which is the time taken for the lock- in amplifier readings to stabilize. The 

block diagram of the experimental set up is already shown in Fig 2.2. A 120 m W He -

Cd laser (Kimmon Electric Co. Ltd, Model 1K 4122 R-F) of wavelength 442nm is used 

88 the radiation source for all the measurements reported in this chapter. A chopping 

frequency of 40 Hz has been chosen to correspond. to the best performance of the PA 

cell. The PA signal amplitude and phase have been measured with a double phase lock

in amplifier (Stanford SR 830). 

The main advantage of the present technique is that the measurements are inde

pendent of PA cell parameters and experimental conditions. As one BC8Jl8 the surface 
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of the film across the substrate boundary, the backing for the film sample is smoothly 

changed from A to B. The setup has been tested several times by having 88Dlples A and 

B made of the same material and a good light absorber such 88 carbon black coated as 

a film. In this case, 88 expected, there is no change in PA phase or amplitude as the 

backing is changed from A to B making amplitude ratio unity and phase difference zero. 

We have carried out a series of measurements to test the validity of the assum~ 

tions made to arrive at equations (7.14) and (7.15). We have carried out measurements 

with commercially available black enamel paints with the intention of measuring their 

thermal eff'usivities. We have chosen a substrate confiluration in which substrate A is 

brass and subetrate B is steel. The subetrate is a few mm thick, about 15 mm long and 

10 mm wide. The paint sample is coated over the substrate with a brush and carefully 

measured the thickness of the film after drying. It has then been subjected to PA scan

ning experiment and measured the amplitude ratio and phase difference of the PA signal 

generated from the two regions of the sample with backings A and B. The experiments 

have been repeated for different thicknesses of the same 88Dlple to find out how far the 

thermal effusivity measured by this technique vary with thickness and to determine the 

thickness value below which the technique can be applied without ambiguity. Later, the 

experiments have been repeated on three more different brands of black enamel paint 

available in the market and their thermal effusivities Jtave been determined. 

Measurements have also been carried out on a thin film sample of polyacetal 

whose thermal parameters - thermal conductivity and heat capacity - are known. This 

sample has been prepared on the same substrate to a thickness ~ 10 p.m. Polyacetal is 

coated on the subetrate by the dipping method. For this a dilute solution of polyacetal 

is prepared by dissolving it in a solvent, Toluene. The substrate is dipped in the solution 

for a little time and taken out. After a few hours drying at room temperature, the film 
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formed. on the surface of the substrate is hand lapped gently for thinning down to a 
-----------------

thickness ~ 10 ",rn. Polyacetal is black and iB a good absorber of light at all wavelengths. 

A comparison has been made between the thermal effusivity measured by the present 

technique and thermal effusivity already reported by previous workers. The results are 

given below. 

7.4 Results and discussion 

A typical PA amplitude and phase plot obtained. with one brand of black paint 

(brand 1) as the absorber film sample scanned with the light beam is shown in Fig 

7.2. The sharp change. in amplitude and phase correspond to the point where the 

light beam crosses the boundary between 8ubstratea A. and B (brass and steel). Some 

uncertainty in PA signal occurs as the light beam crosses the boundary due to the finite 

spot size of the beam, but the signal is very clean when the substrate is either A or 

B. The uncertainties in amplitude and phase measurements are estimated. to be less 

than 2%. The thermal effusivity of this brand of black paint has been evaluated using 

equations (7.14) and (7.15) from amplitude ratio and phase difference values measured. 

The effusivity values of the substrate, brass and steel, used. in these calculations are 

0.443 and 0.34 ca! cm-2 K-l sec-1/2 respectively. 

The variation of thermal effusivity obtained for one brand of black enamel paint 

(Brand 1) using PA amplitude ratio and phase difference techniques with thickness of 

the film are plotted. in Fig 7.3. As is evident from this figure, the effusivity values 

determined by the two methods do vary with thickness, the variation being more in 

phase difference measurement. But, in the limit of small thickness, say for thickness 

less than ::::: 10",m, the effusivity values obtained by the two methods agree within 

experimental uncertainties. So for enamel paints we can conclude that the assumptions 

made in the theory are well valid below a thickness of the order of lO",m. ThiB limit 
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holds good for almost all nonconducting films. Since the thickness of most practical thin 

films are less than lO",m, the technique works well for all nonmetallic, light absorbing 

films. The thermal effusivity values determined by the two methods for this brand of 

black paint are tabulated in Table 7.1. 

We have carried out measurements on three more brands of black enamel paints 

limiting the thickness to less than IO",m while preparing the films. Amplitude and 

phase plots obtained from these brands of black: enamel paints are shown in figures 7.4, 

7.5. and 7.6. Their thermal effusivities have been determined 88 before. These results 

are also tabulated in Table 7.1. It can be noted that the effusivity values for different 

samples, determined by the amplitude ratio and phase difference methods agree well 

within experimental limits. 

It is interesting to note that different brands of paints have different thermal 

efi'Wlivity values. Unfortunately we couldn't cross check the efi'usivity values for the 

paints tabulated in Table 7.1 as no such data could be found in literature. The cross 

checkin« done with carbon black film is found to give effusivity values agreeing very well 

with available data which reaffirms the correctness and dependability of the technique. 

The meaning of the difference in thermal effusivity of different brands of enamel 

paints in terms of their durability and stability is an interesting practical problem. This 

aspect is being studied more carefully. Our interest has only been the development of a 

photoacoustic technique which enables one to measure the thermal parameters of thin 

films. The method is independent of film thickness in the limit of thickness less than 

nearly lO",m, the only limitation being that it should be light absorbing which can to a 

large extent be got over with a suitable choice of wavelength for many samples. 
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the black paint (brand 4). 
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Table 7.1 

Thermal effusivities offour brands of black enamel paints determined from PA amplitude 

ratio and phase difference measurements 

Thermal effusivity (x 10-' Cal cm-'K-1sce-1/') 

Sample 
Amplitude ratio Phase difference 

measurement measurement 

Brand 1 5.81 ±O.l1 6 ±O.12 

Brand. 2 6.49 ±O.13 7 ±O.14 

Brand 3 3.91 ±O.08 3.78 ±O.076 

Brand 4 5.91 ±O.ll 6.21±O.11 

Table 7.2 

Thermal effusivity of polyacetal in units of x 10-2 cal cm-2 K- 1 sec- 1/2. 

Measured values Value reported 

in literature • 

PA amplitude PA phase 
ratio method difference method 

1.75 ± 0.05 2.03 ± 0.05 1.84 

• MadhUloocianan et al. J. Appl. Phys. 62 , 1162 (1987) 
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The PA amplitude and phase plots obtained with polyacetal film having thick

ness =::: 10#lm is plotted in Fig. 7.7. The measured values of the thermal effusivity 

of polyacetal film by the amplitude ratio and phase difference methods along with the 

value already reported in literature are tabulated in Table 7.2. A comparison of the 

values tabulated in this table shows that the agreement between measured and reported 

values is good within experimental uncertainties. 

7.5 Conclusions 

Thus we have demonstrated a relatively simple and convenient photoacoustic 

scanning technique to measure thermal effusivity of light absorbing thin films. The 

technique is free of PA cell parameters and experimental conditions. It does not in

volve any complex frequency analysis of the PA signal and is relatively elTor free. The 

technique can easily be automated for routine measurement of thermal parameters of 

thin film samples. Our works demonstrate that the technique works well as long as 

the thickness is limited to =::: 10#lm to comply with the assumptions and approxim~ 

tions made to derive equations (7.14) and (7.15). Moreover, the experiments should be 

limited to light absorbing and low thermal conductivity films. As long as the thermal 

conductivity of the material of the film is lower than those of the substrate material, 

the technique should. work. Since there are not many methods developed to measure 

thermal parameters of thin films, we think this technique is very valuable and will find 

applications. One can keep the substrate combination shown in Fig. 7.1 in a vacuum 

coating unit while prepal"ing a film along with the true substrate of the film and me8.IUre 

the thermal effusivity as outlined in this chapter. The limitation that the film should 

be light absorbing can be got over by choosing appropriate wavelength for the laser or 

one can use a focused beam of white light. This aspect as well as more experimentation 

on different films will be undertaken later. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

We conclude this thesis by summarising the work already presented in the earlier 

chapters and by outlining the scope for doing further work in this area. 

The photoacoustic technique has emerged as a powerful analytical technique to 

investigate optical and thermal properties of matter in all forms. Because of its inherent 

sensitivity and adaptability to analyse samples in any form, it has become a standard 

spectroscopic tool to analyse a wide variety of samples ranging from 8uperconductors 

to human blood. We have outlined various aspects of the photoacoustic effect and its 

applications in the introductory chapter of the thesis. A brief history of the effect and 

its development as an analytical tool over a period of 100 years is briefly sketched. The 

theory of the photoacoustic effect in condensed media, mechanism of signal generation 

and the principles behind using it for optical and thermal characterisation of solid 

samples are described. 

The instrumentation requirements for undertaking photoacoustics work are dis

cussed at length in the second chapter. The technical details of all the instruments and 

parts used in this work are described. 

We have used the photoacoustic technique for two purposes. First, the technique 

is used to do imaging and depth profiling in solids. We have shown how one can do 

imaging of surfaces and interiors of solid materials. Our work clearly demonstrates 

that the technique can bring out features of Burface and subsurface inhomogeneities of 

solid samples. Our experiments indicate that the photoacoustic effect can be used as a 

convenient nondestructive testing method where the conventional techniques often fail. 

It is a matter of time that a full fledged photoacoustic imaging unit would be available 
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commercially. This technique is likely to find applications in thermal wave imaging of 

solid matter, in situ inspection of integrated circuits during fabrication, component 

testing during micromachining etc. 

The second application to which we have used the photoacoustic technique is to 

measure thermal parameters such as diffusivity and effusivity of solid samples in the 

bulk and thin film forms. After outlining the available techniques to measure thermal 

diffusivity and effusivity using photoacoustic technique, we show how a photoacoustic 

scanning technique with a special sample configuration enables one to measure thermal 

effusivity of solid samples in the bulk and thin film forms. Being a relative measurement 

technique, our method is free of many of the drawbacks of the existing techniques. We 

have shown that the photoacoustic scanning technique can be developed as a standard 

computerised experimental technique to measure thermal effusivity of bulk solid and 

thin film samples in a routine way. Since photoacoustic amplitude ratio and phase dif

ference are the measured parameters to evaluate thermal effusivity, the method ie free of 

photoacoustic cell parameters and experimental conditions. We have also demonstrated 

how this technique can be extended to determine thermal effusivity of light absorbing 

thin films, which otherwise is very difficult to measure. 

Further work and experimentation can easily lead to development of an auto

mated photoacoustic imaging setup which could work as a photoacoustic microscope. 

We are sure a fully computer controlled setup would soon be available commercially for 

routine nondestructive testing of solid samples. 

The photoacoustic techniques of measuring thermal diffusivity and effusivity have 

many advantageous over other techniques. By combining diffusivity and effusivity data 

for a sample, one can determine the thermal conductivity and heat. capacity of a sample 

simultaneously. This mues the photoacoustic technique a unique one which enables one 
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to determine two fundamental properties of a solid. We are sure more measurements on 

different samples will be carried out soon to determine their thermal conductivity and 

heat capacity. We also plan to undertake more work in this direction. Moreover, one 

can also carry out the above measurements 88 a function of temperature which would 

enable one to explore features of thermodynamic changel and phase transitions in solid 

samples. 

In summary, the photoacoustic technique offers tremendous possibilities for car· 

rying out imaging work and thermal characterisation of solids. 

• • • 
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Appendix 1 

Assembly Language program fOl' 8085 for the two dimensional PA scanning unit. 

Software for forward X directional movement of PA scanning unit. 

Location OP code Mnemonic Comments 

1000 21 LXI H, 1100 set counter 1 
1001 00 at 1100 
1002 11 
1003 36 MVI M,OO Initialize 
1004 00 counter 1 
1005 3E MYI A,SO load control word 
1006 80 in register A 
1007 D3 out,03 load. control 
1008 03 register 
1009 21 LXI H, 1105 set counter 2 
lOOA 05 at 1105 
lOOB 11 
100C 36 MVI M,OO initialize 
lOOD 00 counter 2 
lOOE 21 LXI H, 1102 set CIOunter 3 
l00F 02 at 1102 
1010 11 
1011 36 MVI M, 00 initialize 
1012 00 counter 3 
1013 21 LXI H, 1101 set counter 4 
1014 01 at 1101 
1015 11 
1016 36 MVIM,OO Initialize 
1017 00 counter 4 
1018 3E MVI A, 05 send informations 
1019 05 to port A for 
101A D3 out ,00 switching on motor 1 
101B 00 
101C CD Call 1400 Delay for 
101D 00 0.5 second 
101E 14 
10lF 3E MVI A,09 
1020 09 
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Location Of code Mnemonic Comments 

1021 D3 out 00 
1022 00 
1023 CD Call, 1400 
1024 00 
1025 14 
1026 3E MVI A, OA 
1027 OA 
1028 D3 out 00 
1029 00 
l02A CD Call, 1400 
l02B 00 
l02C 14 
l02D 3E MVI A, 06 
l02E 06 
l02F D3 out, 00 
1030 00 
1031 CD Call 1400 
1032 00 
1033 14 
1034 21 LXI H,l101 add 1 in 
1035 01 counter 4 
1036 11 
1037 34 INRM 
1038 7E MOVA,M 
1039 21 LXI H, 1110 
l03A 10 
103B 11 
l03C BE CMP,M compare content of 
1 OlD CC CZ,l050 counter 4 
103E 50 
lO3F 10 
1040 C3 JMP, 1018 
1041 18 
1042 10 
1043 76 HLT 
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Location OP code Mnemonic Comments 

1050 3E MYI A,OO 
1051 00 
1052 03 out, 00 initialize 
1053 00 Port A 
1054 CO Call, 1420 Delay for 
1055 20 1 minute 
1056 14 
1057 21 LXI, 1105 
1058 05 
1059 11 add 1 
l05A 34 INR in counter 2 
l05B 7E MOV A,M 
l05C 21 LXI H, 1116 compare content 
1050 16 of counter 2 
l05E 11 
l05F BE CMP,M 
1060 CC CZ,l300 operate 
1061 00 V-motor 
1062 13 
1063 C3 JMP,1310 operate 
1064 13 X- motor 
1065 10 forward 
1066 76 HLT 
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Software for Y directional movement of PA scanning unit. 

Location OPcode Mnemonic Comments 

1300 3E MVI,80 
1301 80 
1302 03 out, 03 load control 
1303 03 word in 
1304 21 LXI H, 1103 control register 
1305 03 set counter 5 
1306 11 
1307 36 MVI M, 00 initialize 
1308 00 counter 5 
1309 3E MYI A, 05 send information 
130A 05 to port B for 
130B D3 out,OI switching on motor 2 
130C 01 
1300 CO Call 1400 Delay for 
130E 00 0.5 second 
130F 14 
1310 3E MVIA,09 
1311 09 
1312 03 out 01 
1313 01 
1314 CD Call, 1400 
1315 00 
1316 14 
1317 3E MVI A, OA 
1318 OA 
1319 D3 out 01 
13lA 01 
131B CD Call, 1400 
131C 00 
131D 14 
13lE SE MVI A, 06 
131F 06 
1320 03 out, 01 
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Location OPcode Mnemonic Comments 

1321 01 
1322 CD Call 1400 
1323 00 
1324 14 
1325 21 LXI H,1l03 add 1 in 
1326 01 counter 5 
1327 11 
1328 34 INRM 
1329 7E MOVA,M 
132A 21 LXI H, 1111 
132B 11 
132C 11 
132D BE CMP,M compare content of 
132E CC Cl,I200 counter 5 
132F 00 
1330 12 
1331 C3 JMP,I309 
1332 09 
1333 13 
1334 76 HLT 
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Software for -ve X - directional movement of PA scanning unit. 

Location OP code Mnemonic Comments 

1500 3E MVI A,SO load control 
1501 SO in register A 
1502 D3 out ,03 load control 
1503 03 register 
1504 21 LXI H, 1102 place 01 
1505 02 in counter 3 
1506 11 
1507 36 MVl M,Ol 
1508 01 
1509 21 LXI H, 1106 set counter 6 
150A 06 at 1106 
150B 11 
150C 36 MVI M, 00 initialize 
150D 00 counter 6 
150E 21 LXI H, 1104 let counter 7 
150F 04 at 1104 
1510 11 
1511 36 MVI M, 00 initialize 
1512 00 counter 7 
1513 3E MVIA,06 send information to 
1514 06 port A for switch on 
1515 D3 out,OO motor 1 in reverse 
1516 00 direction 
1517 CD Call 1400 Delay for 
1518 00 0.5 second 
1519 14 
151A 3E MVI A,OA 
151H OA 
151C D3 out 00 
151D 00 
ISlE CD Call, 1400 
151F 00 
1520 14 
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Location OP code Mnemonic Comments 

1521 3E MVI A, 09 
1522 09 
1523 D3 out 00 
1524 00 
1525 CD Call, 1400 
1526 00 
1527 14 
1528 3E MVI A, 05 
1529 05 
152A D3 out, 00 
152B 00 
152C CD Call 1400 
152D 00 
152E 14 
152F 21 LXI H,ll04 add 1 in 
1530 04 counter 7 
1531 11 
1532 34 INRM 
1533 7E MOVA,M 
1534 21 LXI H, 1112 
1535 12 
1536 11 compare content of 
1537 BE CMP, M counter 7 
1538 CC Cl, 1070 go to 
1539 70 subroutine 
153A 10 
153B C3 JMP, 1513 repeat 
I53C 13 
153D 15 
ISlE 76 HLT 
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Location OPcode Mnemonic Comments 

1070 3E MYI A,OO 
1071 00 
1072 03 out, 00 initialize 
1073 00 Port A 
1074 CO Call, 1420 Delay for 
1075 20 1 minute 
1076 14 
1077 21 LXI, 1106 
1078 06 
1079 11 
107A 34 INR add 1 in counter 6 
107B 7E MOVA,M 
107C 21 LXI H, 1117 compare content 
1070 17 of counter 6 
107E 11 
107F BE CMP, M 
1080 CC CZ,I300 operate 
1081 00 y- motor 
1082 13 
1083 C3 JMP, 150E operate 
1084 OE X- motor 
1085 15 reverse 
1086 76 HLT 
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Location Of code Mnemonic Comments 

1200 21 LXI H, 1100 
1201 00 
1202 11 add 1 in 
1203 34 INR counter 1 
1204 7E MOV A, M 
1205 21 LXI H, 1113 
1206 13 compere content 
1207 11 of counter 1 
1208 BE CMP 
1209 DC CC, 1210 
120A 10 
120B 12 
1200 CD CALL,036E display 
120D 6E end signal 
120E 03 
120F 76 HLT 
1210 21 LXI H, 1102 compare content 
1211 02 of counter 3 
1212 11 
1213 7E MOVA, M 
1214 FE CPI,Ol 
1215 01 
1216 CC CZ,I005 operate 
1217 05 X- motor 
1218 10 forward 
1219 C3 JMP, 1500 operate 
121A 00 X - motor 
121B 15 reverse 
121C 76 HLT 
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Software for 0.5 second delay after each step of stepper motors 

Location OP code Mnemonic Comments 

1400 OE MVI E,OO set delay 
1401 00 0.5 second 
1402 11 LXI D, FFFF 
1403 FF 
1404 FF 
1405 7B MOVA, E 
1406 15 DCR 
1407 A2 ANDD 
1408 C2 JNZ,1405 
1409 05 
140A 14 
140B OC INR 
140C 79 
140D 21 LXI H, 1114 
140E 14 
140F 11 
1410 BE CMP,M 
1411 C2 JNZ,1402 
1412 02 
1413 14 
1414 C9 RE'!' 
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Location OPcode Mnemonic Comments 

1420 21 LXI H, 1120 set delay 
1421 20 of 1 minute 
1422 11 
1423 36 MVI M, 80 
1424 80 
1425 23 INXH 
1426 36 MVI M, 80 
1427 80 
1428 23 INXH 
1429 36 MVI M, 80 
142A 80 
142B 35 DCR, M 
142C C2 JNZ,142B 
1420 2B 
142E 14 
142F 2B DCX,H 
1430 35 DCR,M 
1431 C2 JNZ, 1428 
1432 28 
1433 14 
1434 2B DCX,H 
1435 35 DCR,M 
1436 C2 JNZ, 1425 
1437 25 
1438 14 
1439 C9 RET 
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